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WE PRINT THE NEWS
If You Read It
In The Optic, It's So

WEATHER FORECAST
Rain or Snovy Tonlflht or
Tuesday; Cooler

VOL. XXXII

No.
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BAILEY RELENTS
Washington, March 6. Senator Joseph W. liailey, who, forowing the
defeat of statehood for New Mexico
SENATOR

STATEHOOD AT

MOTHER ON TRIAL

90 PERISH

WHEN

DEMOCRATS TO

EXTRA SESSION

FOR MURDERING

MOTION PICTURE

INVESTIGATE

IS POSSIBLE

OWNCHILD

THEATER BURNS

STEEL TRUST

Saturday, caused a sensation by pre
senting his resignation, late In the
pvonini. withdraw the resienatlon. at
the earnest solicitation of his col
leagues inithe senate. Senator Bailey
was urged to reconsider his action
by Governor Colquitt of Texas, who
PRESIDENT TAFT HOLDS IT CAN refused to accept th resignation. The MRS. EDITH MELBER FACES JURY FRIGHTFUL HOLOCAUST IN RUS
SIAN VILLAGE DURING A SUN
N. Y. FOR
AT ALBANY,
Texas legislature gave Mr. Bailey a
GRANT NEW MEXICO GREAT
DAY PERFORMANCE
vote of confidence, in a resolution
SHOCKING CRIME
LY DESIRED BOON
praying that he stay on the job.

POYERTY WAS HER MOTIVE VICTIMS MOSTLY CHILDREN
SHEEHAN REPLIES TO DIX ,
New York, March 6. After consul
FILM BECAME
IGNITED,
VOTE REJECTING OKLAHO MAN'S tation with his Tammany supporters, CONFESSED SHE WOULD RATHER WHEN
EXPLOSION
CAUSOCCURRED,
BOY
BABY
SEE
DIDN'T
DEAD,
ILLEGAL PROPOSAL
William P. Sheehan issued a state'
ING
A
PANIC
THAN
STARVING
accuses
which
he
In
ment yesterday
SOUND SENTIMENT
Governor Dix of yielding to those
who have been "obsitructing the elecARIZONA'S BASICLAW ARRIVES tion of the regularly chosen candi CASE EXTREMELY PATHETIC TRAMPLED AND CREMATED
date of the party for United States
PLAYHOUSE WAS SMALL FRAME
CHIEF EXECUTIVE WILL GIVE AN senator," and says he will not, under GAVE LITTLE FELLOW CARBOLIC
the
as
withdraw
circumstances
STRUCTURE AND FLAMES
any
WHEN
HE
ACID
ASKED FOR
OPINION ON IT IN THE
democratic caucus nominee. Charles
SPREAD QUICKLY
DRINK
OF WATER
NEAR FUTURE
F. Murphy the Tammany leader, said
Mr. Sheehan's statement spoke for
St. Petersburg,
March 6. Ninety
. Y., March 6.
Albany,
Charged
Washington, March 6. If the extra Itself. He would not add to Itof whom were chil
persons,
many
with
own
convenes
of
Mrs.
murdef
her
.the
child,
session of congress, which
were burned to death and forty
Edith Melber, of Schenectady, was dren,
on April 4, adopts a joint resolution
IN
FIRE
THIRTY INJURED
others Injured, in a fire that de
On Jan
placed on trial here today.
approving the constitution of New
stroyed a moving picture theater at
Cleveland, March 6. Today's toll
of
a
'
her little IioJogoie Sunday. '
Mexico the territory, may become
of persons injured in an early morn- uary 13, last, the body
The holocaust was caused by the
boy- was found In the weeds on the
s'ate at once. This Is stated on re- ing fire, that destroyed the three-storaccidental ignition of the picture film.
liable authority to be the view of apartment building at 1236 East Ninth outskirts of Albany. The face had
This
resulted in an explosion which
been
burned
acid.
After
.by
shows
terribly
hurt.
street,
persons
thirty
President Taft. To make the matter
a long investigation, Mrs. Melber was scattered the fire to various parts of
of
some
the
floors,
collapse
through
section
perfectly clear the following
but most of them in leaping from arrested and confessed. She said the theater. A panic followed and in
of the enabling act Is quoted:
she had been ordered to take the boy the stampede to safety, the main exit
windows.
Three may die.
"And if congress and the president
from a Shenectady orphan asylum be became chocked with maddened specsaid
the
and
constitution
approve said
cause she could not pay his board. tators. Women and children were
separate provisions thereof, or, if the
Admission
was refused at an Albany knocked down and trampled upon.
conSECURITIES WORTH
president approves the same and
She purchased
institution.
carbolic Those not killed in this manner, were
"
gress fails to disapprove the same dursome
acid
and
to the cremated by the rapidly spreading
walked
candy,
ing the next regular session thereof,
ARE STOLEN place where the body was found and flames, which almost in a thrice enthen and in that event the president
poured acid down the child's throat, veloped "the tneater, a frame structure
shall certify said facts to the governor
when
he asked for a drink of water. and veritable fire trap.
of New Mexico, who shall, within NEW YORK BROKER VICTIM OF Then she kissed
him, laid the body ou
A PICKPOCKET
THEFT
thirty days after the receipt of the
the
and
took the next train
ground
of
the
notification from the president
JUDGES RETURN HOME
CLEVERLY EXECUTED
for Shenectady.
United States, issue his proclamation
for the election of the state and county
6.
Securities
New York, March
TO CONVENE COURT
MISSING OFFICER LOCATED
officers, the members of the etate with a market' value of more than
in
6.
San
According
legislature and representatives
were stolen from the pocke. to a Francisco, March
auu all other officers provided $100,000,
report brought in by the Orient MARCH TERM OPENS IN VALEN
as
he
a
broker,
George Bancroft,
tot in s&'.d constitution,' all as herein- of
CIA COUNTY
was on bis way to deposit them In a al liner Asia which arrived Sunday,
SESSIONS AT
after provided; said election to take safe
General Sir Hoover MacOonald, for
The
last
vault,
Thursday.
CRUCE8 AND ROSWELL
deposit
nor
not
earlier
than
of
who
British
the
Blxty
days
place
admiralty
substituted an envelope merly
was supposed to have committed
later than ninety days after said pro pickpocket
for the one taken and Mr. Bancroft suicide
in Paris in a lodging house
Albuquerque, N. M., March 6. Court
clamation by the governor of New did not discover the theft until toIn
is
opened
today at Los Lunas for Valen- Jn
1903,
engaged
Mexico ordering the same."
drilling troops
day.
of the Chinese army. Officers of the cia'county, w'th Judge M. C. Mechem,
The president's view is, that gener-- '
The robbery evidently was done by
who arrived In the city yesteday from
ally taken, this section uses the a person thoroughly familiar with Mr. Steamer Asia learned the story, they
Santa Fe, presiding.
officers
said
of
from
British
the
the
to
session"
words "next regular
apply Bancroft's habits of depositing securi
There was a judicial air about the
cruiser Kent, now at Honolulu who
constiof
the
to
tacit
approval
sub
only
ties on Thursday. The envelope
Santa
Fe depot yesterday when foun
word
of
MacDonald's
whereabouts
got
sentence
tution. The first foregoing
stituted so closely resembled the or
members of the territorial bench
"if congress and the president ap- Iglnal that It deceived Mr. Bancroft, while on the Oriental station.
alighted from Santa Fe trains. They
prove" does not specify any particular who deposited it, and it was not un
were Judge Ira A7 Abbott, Judge
session.
til his son went for the securities
Frank W. Parker, Judge William H.
As previously stated,, it Is evident this morning, that the robbery was ENGLAND IS AROUSED
and Judge M. C. Mechem.
Pope,
that, falling positive approval at the discovered.
Parker left later for Las
Judge
o
will
Mexico
New
extra session,
So bold was the robbery, committed
BY MORftHJ ACTIVITY Cruces where he will convene district
a state at the expiration of the( in broad day light In the heart of
court, and Judge Pope will go to his
following regular session unleBs con- the financial district, that it came
district.
REshell.
bomb
Years
a
INTO
BEGINS INVESTIGATION
to the police like
gress specifically disapproves.
It Is understood the president as ago Inspector Byrnes drew, a dead
PORTS OF RECRUITING OF
BASEBALL AT HOT SPRINGS
everyone else, does not regard the line across the city at Fulton street,
YOUNG GIRLS
Hot Springs, Ark., March 6. The
vote on Owen'B freak Arizona amend "below which he ordered no crook or
All Americans defeated the Brooklyn
ment to the house resolution as any nickinocket should eo. even on an
London, March 6. Home Secretary team, 11 to 1 yesterday afternoon,
test of the sentiment on New Mexico. innocent errand, under penalty of In
contest before a large
in a
On the contrary, the Owen proposi- stant trouble, with the police. Crooks Churchill today stated in the house
the
crowd
of
of fans. Manager Ow
commons
attention
the
of
that
Sunday
meant
was
for
order
a
a
barefaced
excuse
tion
soon learned the
ens
to
been
had
of
attracted
Whlttington
park, was arrestgovernment
served merely to show what for them and for years the financial
Mormon ed for violating the Sunday law. No
of
recent
the
allegations
in
strength the Arizona constitution may district had been the safest place
activity among women in this coun- further action will be taken unless
command in the senate. The vote in the world.
try and that it haa begun an investi- insisted on by the reform prosecuting
no way affected the status of the New
gation. While he had no official in- attorney,
"Mexico document.
t
to support tne assertions
ACROSS MEDITERRANEAN
formation
FLIES
The constitution ratified by the peoBLUE ORDERS FOR POLICE
6. Lieutenant that young girls were being induced
March
Nice.
France.
ple of Arizona, with the certified vote,
to emigrate to Utah, there "was no Albuquerque, N. M., Farch 6. Chi3f
has reached the president and has Bague, accomplished a sensational
doubt, the secretary said, that the of Police McMillin has Issued string
feat
flying
by,
and
yesterday
daring
been transmitted to the attorney genwas causing deep concern and ent orders to his men that they must
matter
Antibes
from
Mediterranean
over
the
eral with instructions to examine and
ihe
to investigate it exhaust- not drink while on duty, must not
off
of
proposed
island
Gorgona,
to
little
the
make recommendation as to its ap
loiter about saloons and must keep
coast." He covered more ively.
Italian
the
'
proval or disapproval.
200
kilometers
constantly on the look out for sus(124.5
miles),
It appears certain that Mr. Taft will than
characters.
new record for over
picious
a
establishing
PROF. EMERY RETAINED
take action on the Arizona constitu
did without the
he
Thisi
sea
flights.
tion during the extra session so that
Washington; March 6. Professor
in the event of its approval, congress assistance of tugs, torpedo boats or Henry C. Emery has been designated
or
him
add
other crafts to guide
Taft to continue as WESTERN RAILROADS
may take Immediate action on state any
by President
to his confidence.
hood for both territories.
chairman of the tariff hoard, accordOBEY
RULING
ing to an executive order issued from
th White House, officially appointing
ANOTHER JOB FOR HUGHES
WEST VIRGINIA MUST
Thomas W. Page and former Repre
Washington, March 6. It is ex
William M. Howard, of NOTIFY INTERSTATE COMMISSION
sentative
pec ted that President Taft will soon
as additional members of
OF WITHDRAWAL OF ADGeorgia,
DEBT
OLD
SEAR
HELP
announce the personnel of the com
the board. Professor Emery Is' to reVANCED TARIFFS
mission provided for by the postof- ceive a salary of $7,500 a year while
fice appropriation law for the consid
OF VIRGINIA'S bis four associates are each to re
ITS PROPORTION
eration of the proposed increase in
Washington, March, 6. In accordceive $6,500.
.,. ,.
AT
FIXED
OBLIGATION
ance with the agreement among the
the rate on second class mail matter.
$7,182,507
railways of the Western Trunk Line
By the terms or tne act the com
DISMISSED "FOR GRAFTING
mission will be required to report by
association, the western lines have
the Interstate Commerce
not later than December 1, next.
Washington, March 6. Arthur M. notified
Washington, March 6. The sum of
While no definite conclusions as to $7,182,507 was held today by the su- Travers, chief clerk to the third as Commission that they will cancel the
in
commodity
the personnel have been reached, it preme court of the United States to sistant postmaster general, was dis proposed advances
is suggested, because the act provides be the proportion of the' $33,000,000 missed from the federal service today rates and accept the recent ruling of
that one of the members be a Judllcal old Virginia state debt, which West by Postmaster General Hitchcock, the commission. Already the Chicago
officer of the United States,' as not Virginia Is tinder obligation to bear. who. In a statement, declared Trav & Northwestern has cancelled Its
unlikely that Justice Hughesnf the The court left the 'final determination ers had been guilty of manipulating tariffs and It Is expected that within
supreme court may be the head of of the matter, including the question postage stamps for his own financial the next three days all the western
roads will have taken similar action.
of interest, to the two states.
benefit.
the commission.
OWEN'S ACTION

IS NO TEST

-

y

$100,000

con-fei-o- s,

one-elde- d

r,

JUTE

RESOLUTION

AN ASSAULT

GOT

SEARCHING

INQUIRY
LOST IN SHUFFLE

IT WILL DE REINTRODUCED
REPRESENTATIVE
KENTUCKY

SURE

STANLEY

TO PUSH

OF

MEA.

IN EXTRA SESSION

HAS PROMISE OF SUPPORT
LEADERS OF HOUSE
WILL WORK FOR ITS EARLY

ANNOUNCES

ADOPTION

Washington, March 6. A search
ing congressional inquiry into the ex
istence and operations of the so- cailed "Steel Trust," will be one of
the first actions taken by the incom
ing congress, according to Representa
tive Stanley of Kentucky. Mr. Stan
ley Introduced a resolution in the
closing hours of the last congress,
providing for such an inquiry, but it
failed of action in the rush. He says
he has assurances from the democratic leaders that the resolution will be
taken up and passed in the opening
days of the coming extra session.
SHEEP
CaiTizozo,

DYNAMITE USED

William Lorimer, to the number of
several thousand greeted him here
yesterday upon his return from Wash
ington. Two hundred and fifty automobiles, forming a parade headed by
two bands escorted the senator from
the station to his residence where an
enthusiastic reception followed. Sen
ator Lorimer was Accompanied by for
AT TAPIA,
mer Judge Hanecy and fire detectives SEVERE FIGHTING
who met him at Fort Wayne, Ind.
DURANGO, IN WHICH MANY
When he passed through the station
ARE KILLED
to the street his .followers shouted
themselves hoarse and it required sev
enty policemen to keep the crowds WATER WORKS DESTROYED
from swarming over his escort.
BLOW UP PLANT
INSURRECTOS
SERIOUS TROLLEY WRECK
FOLLOWING FAILURE TO
Pittsburg, March 6. Thirty passen
CAPTURE TOWN
gers were injured, three seriously, yesterday when a large electric car on
the Charelol division of the Pittsburg CITY OF CHIHUAHUA IS CUTOFF
Railways company left the track at
Castle Shannon, a suburb ,and turned NO TRAINS IN OR .OUT OF BE
over. While running around a sharp
LEAGUERED
CAPITAL FOR
curve the axle on ths first truck snap
DAYS
SOME
a
ped off, at
tangent dragging the
rear trucks with it and then turned
El Paso, Tex., March 6. Mail ad- over on Its side on the road.
vices from Torreon say that American
Consul Carothers has received official
EMBEZZLER
MAKES ESCAPE
March 6. Former advices of severe fighting at Tapla,
Reno, Nev-- ,
Deputy City Clerk A. F. Cunningham Durango, In which dynamite was used.
awaiting removal from the county
The rebels retired after many were
jail to the state prison to begin serv
on both sides. They succeeded
killed
nine-year
sentence for embez
ing a'
zlement of county funds, escaped In destroyeing the water works.
from Jail last night at 11:40 o'clock
There have been no trains north,
by a ruse and a drag net is now out In or out of Chihuahua City since
to intercept him.
January 29, and none south, since
February 28. Recent advices deny
MINNEAPOLIS SUFFERS that two thousand federals are de
fending Chihuahua. "A thousand is
MILLION DOLLAR FIRE a big estimate," a dispatch says.
Felipe Seijas, of Juarez, one of the
men mentioned by the rebel junta at
BIG BLOCK IN HEART OF DOWN
Washington as having made peace
TOWN DISTRICT TOTALLY
proposals to the El Paso junta, deDESTROYED
clares he is not acting for the Mex
ican government, but merely as a priMinneapolis, Minn., March 6. One
e
friend of
of the most disastrous fires this city vate citizen and
admits ne
Gonzales.
Ajbn&n
Seijas
has ever known, yeeterday destroyed
1 Paso by Cm a
the Syndicate block on Nicollet ave was accompanied to
of
Abran
a
cousin
Gonzales,
Gonzales,
nue, between Fifth and Sixth streets.
The total loss is estimated at $1,000,- - by J. Garcia Cuadra, the federal tax'
000.
Twelve persons were rescued collector and by former Governor Curfrom upper stories of the burning ry, of New Mexico. He says Curry
disinbuilding, while the fames, were roar accompanied them merely as a
terested
witness.
them.1
.sus
Some of these
ing around
tained slight Injuries, but none was
Infantry Relieves Artillery
seriously hurt.
San Diego, Calif., March 6. ComBig Fire In Nashville
pany H. of the Eleventh U. S. In
Nashville, Tenn-- , March 6. Fire, fantry, reached Tia Juana, Calif., op
starting in the rear of th
posite Tia Juana, Mexico, Lower Cali
building occupied by the J. H. Fall fornia, from Monterey today, and the
Hardware company, yesterday result- artillery from Fort Rosecrana was reed in the almost complete destruction lieved from
boundary patrol duty. The
of the northern half of the block. infantry will endeavor to patrol the
The loss1, the greater part of which line from Tia Juana to Calexlco, a
is covered by Insurance, is estimated distance of one hundred miles.
at $300,000. 'The building adjoining
on the south, occupied foy Sol 'Frank
CLAYTON COURT OPENS
lin and company, dry goods, was almost entirely destroyed. The buildClayton, N. M., March 6. The
ing occupied by the Nashville Out March term of the district court for
fitting company, was almost ruined, Union county opened here today with
while the building adjoining that and Judge Clarence J. Roberts of Raton
occupied by Abernathy, Langham and on the bench. The greater part of
Shook, clothiers, was badly damaged. the day was consumed In organization of the court for business and the
empanelling of the Juries. This es- STRIKE IN OKLAHOMA CITY
cion of court is expected to be a busy
Oklahoma City, Okla., March 6.
In keeping with a strike order issued one and Judge Roberts believes he
Saturday, union street car men of will be able to dispose of a number
Oklahoma City struck Sunday and of the cases now on the dockets of
since then no cars on the Oklahoma the court. But one murder case is
street railway lines have been in op- on the criminal docket although there
eration. There has been no violence. are a number of criminal actions of
The only demonstration was made a less serious nature. District Attor
men ney O. T. Toombs will have charge of
when hundreds of laboring
marched from Labor hall to the head- the prosecutions. John Joerns, clerk
quarters of the railway company Just of the court, and W. E. Gortner, court
preceding the strike. The state board stenographer, both of Las Vegas, are
of arbitration will meet here tomor attending court in their official capa
row.
cities.

BY REBELS IN

FOR

PROVIDING

LORIMER RECEIVES OVATION
March 6. Admirers of
Chicago,

MAN IS FROZEN
X. M., March 6. Bern

ard Barlag, a sheep man, was found
dead in a cave in the mat pais, seven
miles from here Saturday by Captain
Henley and George Lee. Justice of
the Peace Massie appointed a jury of
six men who went out to the dead
man's hut and held an inquest. The
jury found that Barlag bad died from
unknown causes, but, found no marks
"
or signs of violence.
NEGRO PRISONER MURDERED
Shawnee, Okia., March 6. Follow
ing an alleged assault on his daughter, Mrs. L. Woods, Saturday night,
C. Williams, of McLoud, shot Lee
Brown, a negro while in custody of
two deputy sheriffs at the McLoud
depot waiting for a train early Sunday morning. . The negro was handcuffed.
Williams surrendered to the
officers.

old-tim-

six-stor- y

DIRECT LEGISLATION
WILL PROVE COSTLY
THE COLORADO SUPREME COURT
COURT

RULES

LAWS MUST

BE PUBLISHED

Denver, March 6. The Colorado
supreme court today, in answer to a
legislative inquiry, ruled that all proposed constitutional amendments and
all initiated and referred laws must
he- - published in full in one paper in
four coneach county of the state-to- r
secutive weeks. The court declined
to answer a similar inquiry from
Governor Sharofth on the ground he
had no right to ask regarding the
constitutionality of a hill until It was
before him for approval. Under this
decision, the governor cannot ask, the
advice of the court regarding the constitutionality of a measure before he
has taken action on it. The decision is
regarded as a blow to the proposed
'constitutional amendment, putting into effect the initiative and refer
endum.

NEW PRESIDENT CHOSEN
TO RECOUNT BALLOTS
Puerto Cortez, Honduras, March 6.
Francisco Reltran has been agreed
IN CHICAGO PRIMARY
upon as provisional president of Honduras to serve until a successor to
President Davilla is elected in OctoCOUNTY JUDGE ISSUES ORDER AT
ber, The two weeks' deadlock! In the
INSTANCE OF E. F. DUNNE,
peace conference was broken SaturDEFEATED CANDIDATE
day night and the agreement was
signed Sunday. Chicago, March 6 County Judge
SLAYER FEIGNS INSANITY
Owens today ordered a recount of
Rome, March 6. Baron Vincenzo the ballots cast at the primary last
Paterno, who will have to stand trial Tuesday. The order was issued at
for the murder of Princess Trlgona the Instance of Edward F. Dunne,
dl Sant Eloa, has been acting strange- who, on the returns, was defeated
ly for the last 24 hours. The attend- for the democratic mayoralty nomiing physicians, however, give it as nation by Carter H. Harrison. Judge
their opinion that he Is simulating Dunne charges "grosa- frauds were
committed.
;
insanity.
-

,

TOO MANY GENERALS

Albuquerque, N. M., March 6. That
there are too many officers and not
enough men in the rebel army in
Mexico to admit of any possibility for
a successful revolution at the pres
ent time, is the opinion expressed by
Judge W. W. Bogel, county Judge
of Presidio county, Texas, who Is In
the city from Marfa on a brief visit
the guest of B. F. Adams, an old time
friend. "There are too many generals
among the rebels," said Judge Bogel,
"and there isn't a general in the entire- army powerful enough .to issue
orders that will ibe obeyed tjy both
officers and men. None of the genera's
are practical military men andtherei
is no organization whatever among
the troops."
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SELL

DEMOCRATS
TMB-CI-

socialistic and anarchistic visionaries
disgusted even those whose money
had brought it Into being.
Details of the sale of the Trlbum.
Citizen were not given out for pub
cation.
It is understood, however,
that the purchase price was in the
neighborhood of $33,000.

TO THE

T

REPUBLICANS

TRIAL
The case
Springfield,
of State Senator Pemberton and for
mer Representative Clark, charged
with conspiracy to bribe in connection with the contracts for furnishing
the state capitol, was called for trial
today in the Sagamon county court
This will be the third trial of the
case. The first trial resulted In
Jury disagreement, and the second
trial was prematurely ended by the
death of a son of one of the jurymen.
ALLEGED

NEW SYNDICATE WILL CONVERT
IT INTO "THE ALBUQUERQUE HERALD"

Albuquerque, N. M., March 6. Negotiations for the sale of the Albuquerwhich have been
que Tribune-Citizen- ,
under way for the past several weeks,
were consummated Saturday night,
when a new corporation, the Herald
Publishing company, took over the
property. Beginning tomorrow, March
7, this company will issue a daily afternoon paper, to be called the Albuquerque Herald.
The Herald will be republican in
politics, and it is understood that
n
George P. Albright, the
printer and publisher and former
assessor of Bernalillo county, will be
Its business manager. William Hoffman, for some time managing editor
of the Tribune-Citizewill retire.
The negotiations for the purchase of
the Tribune-Citizewere conducted
by Joseph E. Saint, who,, it is said,
acted on behalf of Frank A. Hubbell,
Judge Edward A. Mann and several
other gentlemen. It is also said that
at least (two prominent republicans of
T!olfax county have Invested some
$6,000 in the new venture. The incorporation papers of the Herald Publishing company will be filed with Territorial Secretary Jaffa some time this
week.
In the conference which resulted in
the turning over of the property, the
Tribune-Citize- n
was represented by J.
D. Hand of Las Vegas, its president,
and Felix Martinez of El Paso and
Las Vegas, owner of the majority
interest in the Tribune Publishing
company.
The farewell Issue of the Tribune-Citizeappeared today and the Albuquerque Evening Herald makes its
bow to the public tomorrow evening.
The Tribune Publishing company
was incorporated early In 1909, and
publication of the Albuquerque Tribune was commenced September 1 of
that year. In November, the Tribune company look over the Albuquerque Citizen and thereafter the publication was issued under the name of
A
the Albuquerque TribuneCitlzen.
number of prominent democrats were
induced to subscribe for stock in the
paper and for a time their names appeared at the head of its editorial
'column. It Is said that the financial
returns from the investment did not
come up to the expectations of its
promoters. From a political standpoint, the paper was a distinct failure,
for instead of becoming a power for
good in .the party, it became a distinct handicap, not to say a Joke, for
which democratic leaders found it
necessary to apologize whenever the
painful subject was mentioned. As a
was
newspaper the Tribune-Citize- n
even less of a success. Its consistent
attitude of hostility to everything
that made for the upbuilding of AI
buquerque and of New Mexico and its
advocacy of the ultra radical ideas of
well-know-

n,

ON
111., March 6.

n

n

BLOOD DISEASES
CONTAGIOUS TROUBLES
Contagious

Blood

Poison

more

thoroughly permeates the system than
any other disease. Its infectious virus
contaminates every corpuscle and
tissue of the circulation, and for this
reason its symptoms are of a varied
nature. ' When it enters the blood it
is but a short time until the mouth
and throat begin to ulcerate, the skin
becomes spotted, rashes and eruptions
appear on the body, sores and ulcers
break, put, the hair falls, and frequently nails on hands and feet thicken and come off. Mineral medicines
which simply shut the poison up in
the system should be ayQided, for whe.2
such, treatment is left off the old disease will break Out again, often worse
than before. S. S. S. cures Contagious
Blood Poison permanently, and it does
80 because it thoroughly purifies the
blood. S. S. S.
goes into the
circulation, and
drives out the
last trace of the

destructive
germs,
richness

adds

and

vigor to the
allows

it to nourish the diseased

on

por-

S. S. S. is purely vegetable, being
made entirely of roots, herbs and
barks, without a particle of mineral,
and its vegetable ingredients always
hasten the cure by toning up the
stomach and digestive members.
Home Treatment book and any medical advice free to all who write.
CO

AMnt,

SAVINGSBANK FAILS
ITS SUSPENSION

CAUSES

MUCH

OFFICIALS
EXCITEMENT
CLAIM IT IS SOLVENT

March 6. The Roy
Trust & Savings Bank has suspended.
The bank closed its doors on March
2, having been ordered to quit busi
ness by the territorial bank examiner,
pending an examination by that official, who is now here going over the
books of the institution.
The closing of the bank was a sur
prise to the depositors, although it was
generally expected by business men,
who carried on their banking business
in the neighboring towns for want of
sufficient confidence in the manner that the bank was managed.
The bank is principally owned by
the Roy brothers. The bank was un
der the full control of E. J. H. Roy,
who was the assistant cashier.
The
owners report that the bank is sol
vent, but the people do not believe it
and are very excited over the failure.
It is also rumored that the bank
will never open its doors under the
same management, that the First National bank of Tucumcari will take it
over and will put in a larger and
safer Institution and also the Federal
Bank of Tucumcari is figuring on
'
coming Into Roy.
,
The country surrounding Roy Is
settled by wealthy farmers, sheep and
cattlemen. The business men and
the wealthy class did their business
in more substantial banks, such as
those of Springer, Raton and Trinidad for want of confidence in the Roy
bank.
Roy, N. M.,

SUFFRAGISTS TO LOBBY
Chicago,, March 6. Members o the
woman suffrage organizations of Chicago and vicinity are going to Springfield tomorrow to find out why the
state legislature in session there does
not enact the necessary legislation
that will enable them to vote. It i?
expected that at least five hundred
women will make the trip. Womea of
national reputation are to head the
party, among .them Miss Jane Ad- dams, Mrs. Catherine Waugh McCul-loch- ,
Mrs. Hannah G. Solomon
and
Mrs. Ellen M. Henrotin. The trip to
Springfield and return will bo mar,e
In a special train and at many
the
principal town along the route rear- end platform speeches will be delivered by the equal suffrage leaders.
Oti GRILL
6.
Governor
March
Annapolis, Md.,
Grothers today took up for hearing
the charges of incompetency and official misconduct made against Col. C.
Baker Clotworthy, Peter E. Tome and
John B. A. Wheltie, members of the
board of police commissioners of the
city vf Baltimore. The board Is alleged to have protected rank incompetency and inefficiency, and in some
cases actual dishonesty, in the police
department.
POLICE
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PIRATES TO WEST BADEN
Pittsburg, March 4. The advance
guard of the Pittsburg National league
team, including seventeen pitchers and
or two of the catchers signed for the
coming season, departs tonight for
West Baden, which is to be the scene
of their preliminary training for the
pennant race. The remainder of the
team will follow next Saturday and
atfer spending a-- week limbering up at
Indiana resort the entire outfit will
depart or Hot Springs.

ROY

EXTRASESSIONTO

SIBLEY CASES IN JUNE
Warren, Pa., March 6. The cases
of former Congressman Joseph C.
Sibley and certain of his campaign
managers who are charged with violating the primary, election laws will
not be heard until the June term of
court. The cases were originally
docketed for trial today.

CONGRESS MAY SIT IN WASHINGTON UNTIL NEXT DECEMBER
SAY LEADERS

Washington, March 6. A prolonged
and stubborn contest over tariff revision and other legislation at the extra session of congress called by
President Taft is predicted by lead-o- f
both parties in the house and senate. The belief at the capitol is that
the session which will begin April 4
will continue through the summer
and possibly until the first Monday of
d
next December, when the
in regassembled
will
have
congress
ular session under the constitution.
Members left yesterday for their
homes for the purpose of arranging
their personal affairs for an indefinite period in Washington.
Republican senators and representatives declined to comment upon the
action of the president. Until Saturday many of them did not abandon
hope that Mr. Taft would not issue the
call. It was broadly intimated that
he would find an excuse for delay and
that ultimately something would happen to justify him in abandoning his
program for an extra session. The
president's reply to suoh suggestions
was his proclamation.
Attention was called to the fact that
President Taft is the only president
who has called an extra session In
defiance of the protests of every leader of his party In and out of congress. Until the gavels of the presiding officers of house and senate fell
at noon Saturday he was urged not
to issue the call. But when he went
to the capitol to sign bills passed in
the closing hours of the session the
proclamation had been prepared and
only awaited his signature. When It
appeared there were hurried conferences of republican and democratic
leaders at the capitol.
"We will immediately begin a revision of the tariff schedules downUn- ward," declared Representative
chairman of the ways and
means committee. "I believe that
President Taft's reciprocity scheme
will prevail, but it will not be the
first thing on the calendar."
Senator Brlstow briefly outlined the
position of the progressive republi
cans. He said:
"The president has called an extra
session to accomplish the ratification
of the Canadian reciprocity agreement. It is highly probable that in
the delibeartions of congress that
agreement will be lost sight of because of the determination of the democrats to open the general revision of
the tariff. Two years ago congress
passed uoon tariff revision and the
of the
result was the enactment
Payne Tariff law, pronounced by the
president the best tariff law ever enacted by the republican party. Now
we are expected to revise the duties
of this law. There is not the slightest doubt regarding the position of
the progressive republicans.
They
will insist upon legislation that will
conform to the tariff plank of the
platform upon which Mr. Taft was
elected president. We shall resist any
free trade or other proposition, that
will injure the industrial system of
this country, but at the same time
advocate the repeal of every provision of the Payne act which imposes
an excessive duty. This is the sort
of legislation which should have been
enacted at the extra session called
by Mr. Taft In 1909."
Democratic !eaders of the house
and senate today began to prepare
for the extra session. The ways and
mans committee is expected to hold
daily sessions, and agree upon the
legislation which will be proposed.
The slate of committee assignments
and other matters involved in the organization of the house will be disposed of speedily.
The records show that there have
been ten special sessions of congress
in the last fifty years. Abraham Lincoln called the first of the series to
meet July 4, 1861, to take measures
to suppress the rebellion. President
Andrew Johnson called the Fortieth
congress in special session, much to
his subsequent regret, doubtless, as
It afterward met no less than seven
times, recessing from periods of from
three months to three weeks. This
was caused by the bitter fight between
the president and congress over reconstruction, a contest which culminated in his impeachment.
That congress passed a law calling
to meet in special sesthe Forty-firs- t
sion on March 4, 1869, the day of
President Grant's inauguration, and
tothe latter called the Forty-secongether on that day two years later.
Sixty-secon-

President Hayes had two special sessions to his credit, the first being
concalled because the Forty-fourtgress adjourned on March. 4, 1S77, his
inauguration day, without passing the
Army Appropriation bill. The next
congress also adjourned without passing the army and the legislative, executive and judicial appropriations
bills, the democratic house having attached to the one a rider repealing
the law permitting the use of troops
to keep the peace at the polls and the
other a repealer of all tho laws regulating the election of members of
congress, the southern democrats
forcing this action. A republican senate struck these provisions out of the
bills and they failed of passage.
There was no special session from
1879 until August 9, 1893, when President Cleveland called the Fifty-thircongress together to repeal the purchasing clause of the Sherman Silver
law. It remained
in session, with
only a month's interval, until August
28, 1894, and split the democratic party on the financial and tariff issues.
The session called by President
On March 15, 1897, to enact
the Dingley Tariff bill, that summon
ed by President Roosevelt for Novem-b- r
9, 1903, to pass Cuban reciprocity,
and the special sesjslon of the present
congress, which assembled on March
15, 1909, to revise the tariff and passed the Payne-Aldriclaw, complete
the list for the last half century.
h
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SANTA

FE OFFICIALS

TO HOLD GONFERENCE
ANNUAL MEETING WITH PRESI
DENT RIPLEY AT SANTA BAR.
BARA, CALIF.

San Bernandino, March 6. Within
the next week many of the high officials of the Santa Fe system will
be in Southern California, some coming on their regular inspection tours
and others for conference with President E. P. Ripley, who is at his
winter home at Santa Barbara.
,V. B. Storey, Jr., in
of
the
charge
operating department,
is now west bound on a special train.
General Manager A. G Wells left for
Albuquerque yesterday morning on
No. 2 to meet Mr. Storey and Gener
al Superintendent I. L. Ilibbard preceded him on No. 10 the night before.
With Mr. Storey)' the Coast Line
heads will arrive bv special train the
first of next week.
Storey will visit his chief, President
Ripley, at Santa Barbara, In addition
to inspecting the operating facilities
of the Coast Lines.
The visit of Mr. Storey is his first
in the capacity of head of the operUntil the retire
ating department.
ment of
Kendrick Mr.
in
Storey was the
charge of the engineering department.
of
Another of the
the system, W. E. Hodges, is expected
to reach Southern California within
the next few days.
Hodges is in charge of the purchasing department.
C. A. Morse, chief engineer of the
system, is already there and is in conference with Mr. Ripley at Santa Barbara.
W. E. Bailey, general auditor of the
system, of Chicago, arrived yesterday
on No. 1 and will also see Mr. Ripley.
Mr. Bailey is one of the Santa Fe
officials who took an important part
in the presenting of the railroad arguments before the Interstate Commerce Commission during the increase rftes hearing.
Vice-Preside-

Vice-Preside-

Vice-Preside-

SUPREME COURT I
OUSTS JUDGE

HELL Y
GROSS, (inoopormted)

WHOLESALE OROCERS

E. A. MANN

end Dealer In

WOOL, HIDES
GEORGE S.

KLOCK

WINS

DISTRICT ATTORNEY
BERNALILLO

and PELTS

BACK

JOB

IN

COUNTY

Santa Fe, N. M., March 6. Edward
A. Mann, former judge of the' New
Mexico supreme court, was late Saturday ousted as district attorney for
Sandoval
Bernalillo, Valencia and
counties by a decision of the New
Mexico supreme court in the case of
George S. Klock, vs. Edward A.
Mann. Mr. Klock had .been removed
by Governor Mills, and Judge Mann
was appointed in his place.
The supreme court also decided the
famous case of Henry Lockhart vs.
The Washington Gold and Silver Mining company, involving the Washington mine at Bland, a mining camp
thirty miles west of Santa Fe. Thp
mine has been in litigation for almost a decade and litigation prevented its being operated. The decision
"
affirms the lower ' court, and it is
thought an appeal will be taken to
the United States supreme court.
The case of the Territory vs. Daniel Archuleta, convicted of murder,
was affirmed, as was tho case of Jay
Turley, et el., vs. L. B. Forman, et
al., involving valuable water rights
on the San Juan river. ;
.Case
As a result of a stipulation entered into between counsel for Judge
Mann and Mr. Klock, there were no
arguments made in the lower court
in the contest for the office of district
attorney. Mr. Klock filed a suit, seeking to oust Mr. Mann, who replied
with a demurrer. The case was takcourt
en directly to the supreme
without a hearing In the lower court,
which would not have been accepted
as final by either party to the suit
and would also have resulted in disqualifying Judge Ira A. Abbott, of
who
the Second judicial district,
would have sat in the case in the
lower court, from sitting as an associate justice of the supreme .bench.
Mr. Klock was removed as district
attorney for the Sixth judicial district by Governor W. J. Mills, on November 18, of last year. Immediately
upon removing Mr. Klock, Governor
Mills appointed Judge Mann to the
office. No charges were made In the
formal removal order issued by the
governor. Mr. Mann at once qualified for the office by properly filing
his commission as district attorney.
Mr. Mann was later recognized as
district attorney by the board of
county commissioners of Bernalillo
county and has served since that
time.
Special Medicine for Kidney
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RACINE VEHICLESK1

BAIN WAGONS

SEVEN HOUSES
East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari, N. M.
Carona, N.
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Rowe, N. M., Pecos, K. M.,
Trinidad, Colorado
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ALBUQUERQUE,
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Special Trade

Brandies Whiskeys Wines
3

Star Hennessy

Brandy
Peach Brandy

G. H. Mamma 4,Co.

Pommery
Great Wests
Sauterners
of Bourbou and
Virginia Dare
Apple Brandy,
Claret
Rye, so we have '
Deidesheimer
Apricot Brandy
Laubenheimer
5 Stars
your brand.
Niersteiner
California Brandy
Imrsteiner
also
White Port Wine.
Imported Port and Sherry
17

Different Brands

C. T. FARLEY, Prop.

Ailm-

ents-Many

elderly people have found In
Foley's Kidney Remedy a quick relief and permanent benefit from kidney and bladder ailments and from andue to
noying urinary, irregularitlos
advancing years. Isaac N. Regan,
Farmer, Mo., says: "Foley's Kidney
Remedy effected a complete cure in
my case and I want others to know
of it." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Co.

Try an Ad. in The Optic's

"Want Columns"

" Onyx" Hosiery

1

FIRST ORANGE SHOW
San Bernardino, Calif., March 6.
San Bernardino expects tp entertain
hundreds of visitors this week on the
occasion of the National Orange show
which was formally opened today.
The exhibition, which is the first
large affair of its kind ever held in
the United States, consists of gorgeous displays of the finest citrus crops
of Southern California, together with
an exhibit of the mechanical devices
used in the growing and the packing
of the fruit for shipment. The California Citrus Growers' association will
hold its convention here during the
week.

Children Who are Sickly
Mothers who value their own comfort and the welfare of their' ohlldren,
should never be without a box of
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
Children, for use throughout the season. They Break up Colds, Relieve
Feverelshness, Constipation, Teething
Disorders, Headache and Stomach
Troubles. Used by Mothers for 22
years;
THESE POWDERS NEVER
FAIL. Sold by all Drug Stores, 25c.
Don't accept any substitute. Sample
mailed FREE.
Address,- Allen S.
Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
The most common cause of insomnia are disorders of the stomach. Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
correct these disorders and enable
you to sleep. For pale by all

JWe have just received our spring line of
"Onyx" Hose for women and children.
The line includes all the usual staples, an
excellent variety of Silk and Lisle Hose,
a beautiful line of Lace effects in new designs and sheerest, most dainty, creations
in Gauze. All numbers are made with
high spliced heels and toes and most of
There is absolutely no better hose manufactured in quality, color or fit.
,

them with Garter Tops

lAny quality you may wish from the
'Onvx" Hose number 122, an ingrain
hose with split sole, spliced heels
and toes, a splendid weiring
hose, per pair

25c grade up to $4.00 a pair.

Ofp
..LJ

Onyx" Hose number H 285, a Silk
Lisle Hose of exceptional
.beauty,
spliced heels and toes, medium
weight, a very desirable hose, pair

A PURE SILK "Onyx" Hose of gauze texture, double heel, toe and
sole, garter top, an exceptional value, per pair

"

ESTABLISHED 1862

65c

QKrt
OOC

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.
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FamousHoaxeSi
of History

DAUGHTER

I

WAS CURED
Pinkham'

X7
t2JL.

bont-tlcU'ti-

Harmless Hoax
Of the harmless hoaxes, not the
was perpetrated
least
engaging
s
of a century ago, when
a ibellot in wltchos, goblins, fairies,
elves, mermaids and seal serpents was
almost universal. One night the good
people of the town 'of Bude wore
startled by the news that a real
mermaid was singing upon a roc
a short distance out from the sh-e- .
Of course, they made haste to view
the wonder. Sure enough, there ahe
aat, as thinly clad as any modern
her
long black
Salome, braiding
treaties and singing a melancholy
For three more nights she
songmade her appearance at about foe
same hour, apparently oblivloui cf
the crowds that gathered to view her
charms. On the laot night it was
noticed that her voice was hoarse. To
the amazement of the listening throng
she sang "Ood Save the King." and
then dived into the ocean's depths.
was
Although her reappearance
watched for through many weary
moons, the " mermaid of Bude was seen
no more. It was years before the
truth leaked out that the mermaid
was only a
divinity sfu
dent, with his legs enveloped in an
and his head covered wlh
platted seaweeds. The moon light
and the Imaginations of the spectawas
tors supplied whatever else
neceasary In the way of beauty,
A

One cup sugar, one cap syrup, one
cup soar milk, three tablespoons melted lard or butter, four cups sifted flour,
one aoant teaspoon ginger, one teaspoon
baking powder, one teaspoon cinnamon,
pinch cloves, one cup chopped raisins,
one scant teaspoon soda. In the flour
put ginger,' baking powder, cinnamon,
cloves. Have sugar in mixing bowl,
turn on the syrup, put soda In sour
milk, put into sugar and syrup, then
the melted butter or lard, flour the
raisins, turn in, and beat thoroughly.
Bake until successfully tried with a
traw.
Do you know that of all the minor
ailments colds are by far the moat
dangerous? It is not the cold Itself
that you need to fear, but the serious
diseases that it often leads to. Most
of these are known as germ diseases.
are
and . consumption
Pneumonia
among them. Why not take Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and cure your
cold while you can? For sale by all
druggists.

Foley Kidney Pills
Neutralize and remove the poisons
that cause backache, rheumatism, nervousness and all kidney and bladder
They build up and reirregularities.
store the natural action of these vital
organs. O. G, Schaefer and Re4. Cross
Drug Co.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
of course.
to you. At the
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Credulity of the Public Has Bten Payad Upon By tha Practical
Occaal ona Upon Which Crltlca, 8cholaraand
Jokara on a Large Seal
Sdentlste Hava Bacoma Easy Marka Tha Cardiff Clant and a New
York NoVspaper'a Story of Teleecope That Dlacovarad Animal Life

the

on

grace and other

at-

mermaldcnly

tribute.
Tha "Amber Witch"
and
Critics, echouira,
alwava
have
antiquaries
ed by the roneoctorg of hoaxes aa
their legitimate prey. The temptation
to humble intellectual arrogance, to
tho shallow wsh of those who
expo
think their learning most profound
to hold up to ridicule the pretensions,
of apoWallut, is one to which many
men of ability have yielded. In lM'l
Johnun Melnhold cast suspicion upon
nwulta of the
and
methods
the
"Higher Criticism" by bis exposure
of tho rnlltibillty
of the Tuhliwn
chool of critic. These claimed to
be able to tell, by Internal evidence,
o which any human
the elHH-belonged. Applying their
llietluMln
to the (WmIm, I hey
certain paMmutoa to bo monk.
Introduced centurIsh Interpretation
ies after the original mnnuwi Ipt wets
written. To almost every chapter
they iihmIuikmI a date, and with
)
ww!,tlvttit
they claimed
be able lo decide upon tliw authenticity of every vnw, Melnhold hud
fulth In their pwltmatotta; ninth)
prove that they wer faktM'a he wt Io
"The AnitlKT Wlieh," purporting to 1?
a ehroutcle of event tlmt look phu'e
Century.
early In the 8nvettrtttU
Tha critic swallowed H wholo
Knocked an Arm Off of Cupid
Michael Annelu'a ttromdi tteattiBl
iliy criUc wan wholly peittoual, ila
of hearing
Blow em tliu,sly wtnr
tlmm lament tli lineliuo of an, ahil
bewail tht? Inferiority of imiifovu til
iHu his knocked
undent iK'ulhiuiv,
ami (ithetwiad
Mil arm off a vuptd
tUUtthtUHl it; burled it fuf ft while,
and thou produced it tw u tMUioua
The erlhioa were vocifetoua in Ha
bi-o-

rerl

dotf-utatl-

lit-ti- n

pralite, .losopH Hewlieer was Mtuilwi'ly
duped by Murotua, with, some
voraes, which the fainou ei'ltli) a
scribed to an old comic poet, Traliou,
and praised as one of the moat
of antiquity. We
fragments

llilt
pre-olo-

can imagine and sympathize with the
unholy joy with which Muretus proclaimed his own authorship.
Duped the London Editors
lu much tho sumo spirit did a disappointed literary aspirant once copy
Sampson Alfonlatea, rechrialen tt
"Like a Giant Refreshed," and mall
It in turn to every editor in London.
all
it was "declined with
By
thanks," the many reasons assigned
proving so amusing that they wera
published in the St. James Gazette.
However not one of the edit or g to
made the
whom it was submitted
discovery that Milton was the author
nor was the divine spark of genius
apparent to their discerning juds
meat. It is whispered that similar
tricks have more than
once been played uiwn some of the
great editors of America.
Another Mean Trick.
in 17DC, a British wit, aided by an
engraver, cut upon a flat atone a
number of words bo divided that they
were "deciphered" as a Latin inscription relating to the Emperor ClaudiuB-Whethe highbrows hud satisfied
thumaolvc's and the public that they
know, all about It, tho Joker came for
ward and explained that the inscription was: "Beneath this stone reof
posed h Claud Coster, trlie-8olle- r
Implngton, as doth his consort, Jane."
Similarly the learned antiquarians assembled at Banbury labored lon and
vainly to interpret an inscription
that proved to be "Ride a CocK
Horse" written backward.
A Successful and Widespread Hoax
One of the most suoceHHif ui hoaxes
of this nature perpetrated
in this
country was fathered by Frank Cowan, a newspaper writer of, Greens-burg- ,
Pa., employed at the time upon
a Pittsburg paper. He produced a
inscripstone, bearing weather-wortions In Runic characters, and wrote
aesorlptlons of it which were printed
It many newspapers and scientific
periodicals. These attracted
attention. The Runic Inscription was believed to supply absolute
o!
confirmation of the discovery
America by Lief Ericson and his hardy Norsemen, centuries before Christopher Columbus was born; and to
prove, "furthermore that the Norse
discoverers had crossed the Alleghen-leand penetrated the continent as
far as the Ohio valley. Some of the
learned gentlemen of the Smlthson
ian Institution journeyed all the way
to Groensburg, Inspected tne Runes,
and were' beautifully taken In. Then
mean-splrllu-
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York Sun Won Fame
Strangely enough the New York
sun won world wide fame and a
in
American
commanding place
journalism by moans of a darini
hoax. ,lt happened in 1835. Sir John
Herachel was then at the Cape of
Good Hope, und the editor of the
Sun, Richard Allen Locke, put hie
wife to working and ooncoctod
an
amazing tale, in which the famous
aHtronomer was tho star character.
Sir John, it was related, had constructed a telescope with an object
glass 21 feet in diameter, and a lens
that weighed 14,280 pounds! On January 10, 1 835, this wonderful telescope had been turned upon the moon,
and strange indeed was the vision
unfolded before the astonished eyes
of the astronomer.
Then followed
a. detailed account of what he saw
Tho animals of the lunar plains wore
described to the minutest particulars,
woird valleys, tremendous rivers and
vast forests wore located and named;
and fantastic dwellings, atrange temples and, many other wonders were
eloquently descanted upon,
The Sun "laid It on" so thick that
it deems amassing that the story wag
regarded in any other light than as
a flake. Yet it waa universally believed, and, as one writer expressed
it, everybody forthwith became moonstruck. Every newspaper in America
copied Hie yarn; Btateemon discussed
ll, scientists lel loved it, and ministers preached aibout it. Then a rival
Journal dissected the tale, showed up
Its glaring Inconsistencies, its rank
absurdities and its manifest Impossibilities; and the Sun threw oft the
mask and enjoyed its editorial laugh.
Nine years later in April, 1844
the New York Sun again hoaxed its
confiding readers, giving an account
of the "Signal Triumph of Mr. Monck
Mason's Flying Machine," which was
said to have crossed the Atlantic tn
three days, with eight passengers. A
full account of the serial voyage, the
incidents of the trip, and the mechanism of the craft that sailed tha empyrean followed. Poselbly the memory
of the Moon Hoax bad not faded from
men'a minds. Anyway, the imaginary
air ahlp did not make much of a sensation; and when the fake was exthere were mutltudes who
posed
could truthfully say, "I told you so."
It was in the year 1910 that Dr.
Frederick Cook
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petrified eiai'l if jiai.itui'i'.:
it was, only
ami those who thoug-htmi ancient statue, muuu tfj-- l lol
best to buy it. The owner refused
to sell at any price. Nothing dtitintod,
made.
the showman had another
which he exhibited as the oii;;mal
In this
t
and
llm
eoiiuteifcll wa In tt'ilth "Jual ha Bowl''
as the roal thing, for the Cardiff pmn.
Itself was a hoax, t was manufact
ured at the instance of George Hull
of Binghamton, N. Y., to confound a
reverend gentleman by the namo of
Turk, whose home was in Ohio. The
discussion it provoked would
fill
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the Joker turned tho whaUj story Into "copy" that made lit
inauaiilug
editor dance with delight, exposlui
tho easy credulity with which tha
scientific sharps had swallowed tha
manufactured antiquities of an
reporter.
Thomaa A. Edison Made 'All Bite''
Thirty years imo, lu lsTii, the New
ork Graphic, poiupoimly &uuouti'l
that Thoma A. Ndlnou
perfected
a process for manufuctui'tutf tt pttlat'
utile and uourlHhtng fMd out e' 'uoiganic element- - km, for example
out of common clay; and tlmt the
I'uriuer and gardener were In humht
t nl danger of
losing their Jolm,
Inventions hud been folhmlha
one another in such rttnhl nuecet&lini
that people Were ready 111 heMpV
any marvel, IT harked by
ntu.
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ABOUT TIME

Moon,

for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregularitie.
iok viiatiry ana vigor, kciubs uDsututci.
Foley Kidney Pills purify the biooa, reiroro
AND RED CROSS
FOR SALE BY O.

PAY, MARCH f.

How th

When a "wireloea-- ' operator, a year
or two ago, yielded to the Impulse
to give out a fake report that the
Pattlcship Mississippi had blown up
la Guantanamo harbor, he perpotrtu-ea hoax rather worse than the ma
of the historic huuxea that are
jority
By Lydia E.
recalled for the purpose of showing
Vegetable Compound
how witless and heartless the tribe
of practical jokers can be when they
Baltimore. Md "T
i
j
yuh the picture of my fifteen year old try. Ho displayed rather more than
viauuwrr jviice, woo the customary disregard of the fee'
was restored to
health by Lydia E. Inga of others, and considerably less
u iiiKuam s vegeta- ingenuity and resourcefulness than
ble Conwound. Shn have been shown by some of his prewas pale, with dark
A hoax of that kind shows
circles under her decessors.
no
for lying which
talent
exceeding
eyes, weak and irritable. Two different is not so rare as to be noteworthy.
doctors treated her
:
Between the hoax and the practical
and called it Green
'
there is no real distinction, aljoke
Sickness, but she
grew worse all the though some restrict tho former term
'
to a play uion the credulity of an
'""i ujuiawas iua
nam 8 Vegetable Compound
recand tlte
and
after taking three bot- individual or a small group,
ommended,
tles she has regained her health, thanks latter to a fabrication intended to
to your medicine. I can recommend it victimize an entire community. It
for all female troubles." Mrs. L. A. without
puriMBo of either pleatiuvo,
Corkrast, 1103 Rutland Street, Baltior
revenge, it is a mere fuko,
profit
Md.
more,
certain clans of newspaas
a
such
Hundreds of such letters from mothers expressing their gratitude for what pers delight in, but which are usuLydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- ally innocuous on account of the
pound has accomplished for them have reputation of the sheets that make n
teen received by the Lydia E. Pinkham
habit of publishing thorn. If perpeMedicine Company, Lynn, Mass.
trated for Uie personal until of the
Young Girls, Heed This Advice. author, It becomes an Imposture, like
Girls who are troubled with painful
forgeries or
or irregular periods, backache, head- the famous literary
ache, dragging-dow- n
sensations, faint, Lander, Henry Iroliind. Jamoa
and
Clmltorton
ing spells or Indigestion, should take
Thoiniw
immediate action and be restored to
swindle
or
a
Psalmnim.er;
Goorgo
health by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. Thousands have been like the Arizona diamond swindle, the
restored to health by its use.
exploits of tho Humberts and CmM
Write to Mrs. Pinkliain, Lynn, Clmdwlek, and tho ordinary mine pro.
Mass., for advice, free.
motion; or a fraud, like (he stato or
a gold brick.
Dean Swift a Notorioua Swindler
LAS CRUCES HAS
However, tho annals of this past
time record on
really
DISASTROUS FIRE hoax, of which Dean Swift was tho
author- It waB conceived and executed at a period when Ixnidon was
DESTRUCTION OF AMADOR BUILD.
suffering from an unprecedented epiING THERE CAUSES A
demic of afreet robberies A notorious
$10,000 LOSS
character named Klliston, one of the
fraternity, was captured, tried, convicted
6.
and sentenced to death. Imme
Four
Las Crwea N M., March
Swift
o'clock Friday morning a fire' broke diately after his execution,
cir
and
be
to
widely
caused
printed
out in the rear of the Mission Pool
bis
ante,
be
to
what
culated
purported
comblock
and
in
Amador
the
hall
statement. Thie aaserted that
pleted destroyed the pool hall, a mor- mortem
to an honest man (the
had
he
build-injegiven
gue, and damaged other nearby
a confession in
ho
one
knew)
only
tho loss totaling over $10,000.
The volunteer tire department turn- which wa a list of all his crimes, ttie
ed out In full force and worked names of hie confederates, the place
names and
heroically to extinguish the fire but they frequented, and the
met with little success. The chemical whereabouts of the "fences" upon
he and his partners had alwaicon did effective work but was whom
to dispose of their booty.
relied
A ways
operated under much difficulty.
a friendly sentiment
Still
cherishing
one inch hydrant supplied all the
that, prey, even
towards
the
powers
was
this
used
water obtainable and
the
of
shadow
gallows upon
with
the
on adjoining roofs to save other
to gUve his old comdesired
he
him,
buildings. A large stream would have
panions in crUme a chance to save
put out the fire if applied when the
their lives. If not their souls, and
chemical wagon arrived, but as this
this "honcBt man" to take
was impossible the fire took Hi required
a solemn oath not to divulge the
course.
matters contained in his confosslor,
It Is believed crossed electric wires
unless the continued depredations of
caused the blaze.
the street robbers made it necessary,
The building was valued at $8,000 when he was to turn it over to the
with $3,000 Insurance. The pool room authorities. Elliison's confession was
loss is placed at $1,500; undertaking received in good faith by the public,
parlors at. $1,200; and the Rio Grande Including the thieves; and hut faw
RepuWican plant, just moved In wast crimes of that nature were commitgreatly damaged.
ted in London for years.Cheap Ginger Bread,
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iht-ho-

tho apado or hoo pulverize the earth
In the. bottom of the trench for the
depth of at least an Inch. A good
la to mix eonrno sand with thin
earth, Wood &hert aro a good thing
If uaod sparingly.
Sotne
gardeners

uso straw to cover the bottom of the
trench and then sprinkle the fine soil
over that.
With the trench in readiness plant
your seed, as thickly or as sparsely as
you desire. There Is not much danger of crowding aweet peas. But there
are two rules about covering the
trench and two good reasons for the
rules. Some put a layer of aoll over
the eeeds and wait until they push
through. After the seedlings are a
few lnohes above tho surface they fill
In the trench again to within an inch
of the top of the sprout, keeping that
up untl lthe level of the ground la
reached and tho peant are ready to
climb. That method makes for a
strong root growth. It also hastens
germination and where there is danger of spring frosta is not always tho
safest.
Frosts, however, will not
bother the careful gardener, for tho
trench could be lightly covered with
straw if a drop In temiporature is
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ttilnte,

Imt

tltete ate ttttte t'otttitettotUtes. i'hey
tAlll he m lea tlrtUBef- ttf tleeoitt
(.hey wll eatetie the dauaey due t a
itMtt
with the fottuer nte
epiiag,
lltt tf fillihft the ti'etmH U often ap-- .
pens that the trench fill with wate."
and the ahtHtta aro killed. However
you decide to plant jour aoeda, the
trench method is recogniied aa the
best. The roots get a good growth
early In the spring and when the hot
dry months come they are nearer the
wator supply. And even the most
conscientious amateur often forgets
the plant's lack of needed moisture.
With straw in the bottom of the
trench the late blooms are assured.
The straw tends to hold the moisture
around the roots and fortify the plants
against the hot suns of summer.
.

to Railroad Men
severe and even danand bladder trouble reyears of railroading.
Ceo. 15. Bell, 639 Third St., Fort
Wayne, Ind., was many years a conductor on the Nickel Plate. He sayst
"Twenty years of railroading left my
kidneys in terrible condition. There
was a continual pain across my back
and hips and my kidneys gave me
much distress, and the action of my
bladder was frequent and most painful. I got a supply of Foley Kidney
1'llls and the first bottle made a wonderful Improvement and four bottles
cured me completely. Since being
cured I have recommended Foley Kidney Pills to many of my railroad
friends." O. Q. Schaefer and Itcd
Cross Drug Oo.
Warning
Lookout for
gerous kidney
sulting from

r
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HAY FEVER
ELY'S CREAM BALM
Applied into tn

nostrils
la sulcUy absorb.
CIVtS RELIEF AT ONCE.
It cleanses, soothes, heals and protects the
diHeawd mcmbruue resulting from Cuturrh
and drives qwny a Cold in the Head quickly.
KextoreK the Hetutes of Taxto and Himiil.
It is euxy to use. Contains no iiijiiriouit
dnigH, No mercury, no eocnine, no
'
The household remedy,
l'rice, 50 cents at Druggixta or by mull.
ELY BROTHERS, 58 Warrsn St., Ntw York,
inor-pliln- o.

LOW FARES
TO

California
Arizona
Mexico

'
Mother's Safeguard
Foley's Honoy and Tar for the chil- One way Colonist tickets on sale dally.
The other way Is to fill tho trench dren. Is best and safest for all March 10 to April 10, 1011, Inclusive, from
even with the surfaco Immediately af- coughs, colds, croup, whoonlng-congNo opiates.
bronchitis.
O. 0.
ter planting the seeds. They will take and
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
pre-dioto-
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Las Vegas.N.

A LIQUOR CURE

Without a Failure

Only a few points shown below. For
fares to other points and Information as
to the liberal stop-ovprivileges accord -ed, phone, write or see the undcrsltfnod
Los Angeles
.$23.00
San Francisco..
$23.00
San Diego
$23.00

Pasadena

'.

$23.00
$23.00
$23.00
$23.00
$23.00
$33.60
$33.60
$23.00
$23.00

Redlands.....
Sacramento

Endorsed and Recommended by All Who
Its Merit. IT SAVES MEN

Inves-tlgat- e

FROM DRINK
The Neal internal treatment A Guaranteed Contract
cures tha periodical, occasional
or moderate drinker the habitual A
guaranteed bond and contract
and excessive drinker and the ner- is
given each Jpaticnt agreeing to
vous man who has to drink effect a perfect cure or refund the
to keep from becoming money at the end o third
day.
more nervous. It takes away
all inclination to drink, all desire
A Modern Treatment
and craving for drink by neutralizing the poison of alcohol in the TheiNeal is a Physician's
system and ridding the blood of Cure for the drinkl habit; it is
the poison by a rapid process of the most modern and perfect of
elimination leaving the drinker in known treatments, originated by
the same normal condition he was a physician, and ladministercd by
in before tasting liquor, so far as experienced physicians. It'never
the effect of alcohol may be co- fails.
ncernedall appetite for drink
for free
Call, write or phone
gone and he a new man.
book and copy of contract; Neal
No Hypodermic Injections
Institute Co., 512 N, Second St.,
The Neal Internal treatment ef- Albuquerque, N. M. All
fects a perfect cure in three days
strictly confidential.
without hypodermic Injections.
Bank references given.
on

M.

Santa Barbara
Monterey
Goldfleld
Tonopah
Guaymas.
Mexico City

Through tourist sleepers to Los An
are eloctrlo
lighted and have smoking room for
men and extra largo dressing room
for women.
golos and Sun Francisco

SB

MM

D. L.

Balchclor,
Agent.

A.T.&S.F.R.R

John W. Slckelsmlth,

Greensboro,

ra., has three children, and like most
children they frequently take cold.

We have tried several kind of cough
medicine," he says, "but have never
found any yet that did them as much
aa Chamberlaln'a Cough Rem- Kood
edy." For sale by all druggist s.

When VOU have rheumatism In inn.
foot or Instep apply Chamberlain's
Liniment and you will get quick relief. It cost but a nuArtar.
Whr
Buffer? For sale by all druggists.
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THOUGHTS ABOUT MARCH
There will be days in March when
we shall be permitted to deal gently
With the coal bin, but it is best to
remember that we are not yet out
of the woods, so as to speak, especially in the first half of the month.
Our fancies are likely to turn lightly
la the direction of garden truck and
spring chickens, but before the middle
of the month we should take our
fancies gently by the neck and lead
them in another direction.
It is true that robins are hopping
across the lawns these mornings and
the blithsome meadowlarks are here,
but in a tense they are the early
birds looking
for the proverbial
worm.
The frolicsome colt and the
wobbly-legge- d
calf may he seen in
this month.
They are signs that
spring is coming, hut the wise householder does not plant his garden un
til the 15th.
March Is a reckless month, some
times acting: as a though it had not
been treated fairly. Perhaps It has
not. At one time the ancient Romans
counted it as the 'beginning of their
year. It was named for Mars, the
god of war, and for the most part
may be trying to live up to its namesake. For many years It ranked all
the other months, but the Insurgents
in the Roman senate finally placed It
third on the calendar.
Even now it is comforting to think
of Caesar standing pat for the old
calendar on the ground that while
war to some extent resembles conditions in the lower regions, as has
been previously remarked, the Insurgents of that day were even more
to. While they were engaged in the
work of revising the calendar the
Romans made as much noise about
it as we make now over the revision
of the tariff. When the party of a
Roman senator stood pledged to the
revision of the calendar in a certain
way, that senator was willing to lay
down his life for that kind of revision-

The Romans must have known that
It is man's nature to want to raise
something, so they wisely let the politicians tinker with the calendar,
knowing they would have no time to
monkey with the tariff and other
things that might do harm to the
nation. It is apparent that we are
not as wise in some things as the
Romans were in. their day. Nobody
has suggested that congress revise
the calendar and" let the tariff alone.
However, the warm days of March
will bring hope to the heart of the
ultimate consumer as he views the
prospective garden patch with the
pile of empty tin cans in one corner,
and they should bring a correspond
ing amount of gloom to the mandate
who furnished the tin cans and their
'
contents.
o

Senator Owen, himself a radical,
was so leary of the Arizona const!
tution he wanted New Mexico to make
statehood for that territory possible.
But Owen did the most despicable
thing any man, from any state, in
M.y congress ever did.
o

sion to fight the disease. The efforts
of missionaries and other foreigners
!
in China will be of little avail) In
Rev. John M. Thompson, a Chicago dealing with a situation so widespread
preacher, is not going to get left and appalling- o
when it comes to unique methods of
friends.
and
crowd
a
making
getting
PUESEItYIXG SIGHT
He has declared that the best place
in the world for young people to do
The child's eyesight is a possession
their courting is the church, in fact, he can not be
expected to appreciate
he says he is accused of running a without
help, says Collier's Weekly,
matrimonial agency.
in one large citj
in every text-boo-k
Down in Texas some of the preach- is to be
pasted a label containing the
'
ers have he idea that the best place
following:
In the world to make political speechYour eyes are worth more to you
es is the church, but Brother Thomp- than any book.
son has them beaten to a frazzle in
Your safety and your success in
the winning o fthe young folks when life depend on your eyes; therefore,
he declares that "the best place in take care of them.
the world for young people to make
Always hold your head up when
love Is the church."
you read.
Tbe esteemed Pittsburg, Pa., GaHold your book fourteen inches
zette which is evidently au fait as to from your face.
the science and art of lovemaklng,
Be sure that the light is clear and
dissents, because as it says sn couple good.
Never read in a bad light.
engaged in the pastime of courting
would object to the presence of the
Never read with the sun shining
congregation and would want the directly on your book.
Never face the light in reading-Le- t
church all to themselves, and there
couldn't possibly be built enough
the light come from behind or
churches to meet the demand, and over your left shoulder.
Avoid books or papers printed inconcludes that "therefore it Is likely
the church will have to be utilized distinctly or in Bmall type.
Rest your eyes by looking from the
merely for purposes of divine worbook
some
and
every few minutes.
ministers
"to
ship,"
ads,
Cleanse your eyes every night and
this may seem a novel idea."
,
with pure water.
Speaking of the general proposition morning
is often needed by
The
advice
in the abstract and
of
as children. Moreover,
adults
well
as
favorable conditions, our contemporour
are
schools
becoming rapidly more
ary, with an air of large and varied
intelligent.
a
of
charm3
"The
experiences, says:
sleigh-rid- e
on a moonlight night are
not to be dispised. The tonneau of a
smooth-glidinautomobile, with a
chauffer in front, has
it s enthusiastic admirers.
The ocean
strand at sunset has listened to many
The widow of a German officer
a proposal. The front gate has creak presented herself at the office for the
ed in sympathy with countless re- purpose of drawing the pension due
petitions of the murmured inquiry, to her. She landed in the necesarry
'Will you be mine?' The front par certificate from the mayor of the
lor with the light turned low to save town in which she lived, to the ei
the high cost of gas, and her young feet that she was still alive.
est brother niding under the sofa.
"This certificate is not correct,"
g
said the official in charge.
has witnessed many times the
"What's the matter with it?" asked
of the question. Even the row- boat has been utilized as an agency of the lady.
"It bears the dat of October 21,"
Cupid, but ita liability to upset has
was the stern reply, "and your pensomewhat affected its popularity."
The authority, on these matters sion was due on October 15th."
"Well, what kind of a certificate
that muses around the Optic office,
do
you wish?' asked the disappointed
a
he
in
that
bench
finds that
says
applicant.
the plaza is about right.
"We must have, a certificate stato
ing that you were alive on the 15 th
SAD PLIGHT OF CHINA
of October," said the official with
great firmness. Everybody's Maga.
The reports that coane from China zine.
regarding the terrible loss of life
from famine and plague are almost
"Saunders," said an American, "did
beyond the comprehension of the
ever
read
the history of
you
of
other countries. Victims
peoples
America?"
o the plague are dying by hundreds
"Aweel, I canna say I hev," Saunddaily and the proverbial distrust and ers
replied.
hostility of the Chinese towards for
"Then I'll lend you the book," said,
eigners renders all attempts to re
"I'd like you to read
lieve the situation almost hopeless. It the American.
about
George
Washington."
is probable that half the conditions
"What about him?" Saunderg inof appalling horrors have not been
quired
coldly.
told, yet it is stated that the masses
said the
Washington,"
"George
are living on roots and grasses, and
celebrated in history
that the ravages of the plague are American, "was
as ,the boy who could not tell a lie."
almost entirely unchecked. Medical
"Could he not?" Said Saunders.
authorities declare that such an epi
there's no muckle to boast
"Man,
demic of disease has not visited the
aboot in that- He couldna lie, ye
world since the dark centuries of the
Noo we Scots hae a higher
Middle Ages and the character of the say?,
o' veracity. We can lie, but
standard
disease is so new and strange that
t.
we won't!" St. Loui3
it baffles the experience of the present generation. It is estimated that
the known deaths
have
reached
"Your wife wants you on the tele30,000, and yet the reports are confined to the settlements along tha phone," announced the new boy In
railroads and other accessible points. an office where the 'phones of two
The horrors of Uhe secenes enacted separate companies were installed.
"Which one?" inquired the Doss,
it; the interior provinces, where com'
municatlon Is limited and conditions thinking of the two telephones, of
are little known, must be beyond de- course.
"Please, sir," said the hoy, "I don't
scription. Such an epidemic would
recessarily work awful havoc even know how many you have." Brooklyn
among intelligent people equipped Life.
with the appliances for combating the
disease; its ravages among an ignor"Gracious cook! What has hapant and superstitious people like the
pened!" shrieked Tommy's mamma,
Chinese cannot be realized and must as she flopped into a chair. "My b
jJ
be left to the Imagination. Neverthe- My' boy! Tell me the worst!
from
is
what
known
is
said
it
less,
And the cook told her. "Please,
that at least 1,000,000 persons must mum, Tommy's locked himself in the
die before the first crop is harvested,
larder with the mince pies, and and
and that this crop will be scanty be- he says he's
going on eating till he's
cause the people have neither the too ill to be
whipped!"
s
strength to till the soil nor the
for plowing.
Abel Stringem I can tell you, my
Thus one evil helps to aggravate
boy,
Shakespeare could never ha7e
the otlher and the whole constitutes
a situation which calls for the most written a drama like yours.
Playwright You are very complienergetic methods of relief by the
charitable and philanthropic organi- mentary.
Abel Stringem Not at all. Take,
zations of the civilized world. The
for instance, that electric tram accitr-United States ought to be among
dent In the third act. London
first In this work of relief and pre.
vention of further spread either of
the famine or the plague. The sendMr. Marrynew la little crossly)--Th- is
ing of relief ships is too slow a prosoup,i ,Agnes,! jdoesnH seem w
cess to meet the requirements of the
j
situation. Large
sums of money taste mctft9'.''turtlev
f don't see why,
Mrs.
;3rrnew4i
could be forwarded promptly to of:turi":e""swim arounJ!
"etj the
ficial representatives of the humane Jdhn.
- until"
ketlle
In
th water was
the
powers to relieve at once the wants
of the starving, and competent med- nearly hot enough to scald the poor
'
ical authorities, chosen from - the thing! Puck.
ranks of . the educated
Chinese,
who have the skill to deal with
It Is a sin to steal a pin,
the plague and i'ho possess the conBut 'tis no crime, '
When one Is broke to nse a Joke
fidence of their' .countrymen, should
be employed under proper supervi
A second time.
Exchange.

LOVK MAKING ANI THE

CHUKCH
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There Is one thing we should at
least be thankful for. Las Vegas
wi l not have a city election this

springs

'.

4

,

:,"'

We have something to look forward
fTto.
That should offer some consola
tion.
&
P:
,'
,
r-

-

:

THEY TRIED EVERY SHAPE OS SMITH
TO SEE WHICH HURT WORST
Buying shoes is about the most
painful ordeal civilization has to offer
in the way of drees. It Is something
that clings to' us after the horror of
having to wear stockings has passed
long ago. It is the one thing that
'
haunts us even after the highest
stage of niftiness In other clothes la
reached. There always is a plue
on the foot that every new Bhoe is
destined to rub against, stick, puncture, and thus please the shoe salesman. Now this one shoe salesman
in particular, to the personal knowledge of J. Q. Smith, went over his
entire stock legls'urely and purposely
picked out the most painful pair of
;
shoes he had.
Another thing Smith noticed. The
salesman always left the tight shoo
securely tied on the foot of his victim whenever he went slowly up the
ladder In search of a tighter one. For
the eighth time he returned.
"How does yonr foot feel now?"
he asked pleasantly.
"The feeling's all gone, now," he
replied. "Every wait a minute; I'll
take that shoe off, myself. I know
how to twist It so the whole foot
won't come off. What size Is that?"
"Thats a 9. Beautiful shape; one
of the finest, we have in stock. I sold
a pair to a hodcarrier the other day.
That very shoe "
"What did he bring it back for?"
"Why, he didn't bring it back"
"You said he did. Just then you

said"
"I said"

"How would you sell it to me take
it off quick. Never mind, I will
That's tighter than all the rest. The
next time I come in, begin at the
largest and dwindle on down. I'll
tell you when to stop. Try a size
larger."
"There isn't anything the matter
with that shoe. Just look at the
heel; observe, if you will, the thick
sole; Just the thing for bad weather
"
"
and lime
"
"I don't wade around in lime
"
"I don't want to pi
"Well, whatever you want to do
with it. It's a shoe that's adapted
to everything you can think of in a
month. Take a layoff for two months.
In that time you couldn't get anywhere near the end of the things
It
you could do with that jshoe.
Oh, gentle reader, tell us why
In restaurants that we pass by
That
the name of "Honest
bear

John's,"
"Honest Hill's". and "Honest Tom's,"
We should see the sign display:
"Dont take knives and forks away!"
"Leave the napkins where they're

al"

v

And "Watch out for your

coat and
Chicago News.

hat."

"Pa, what is the height of folly?"
"Oh, anything that is exceptionally
foolish. For instance, if I were a

.

matches your complexion, too, and
the necktie. We can sell you some
collar buttons to match the back of
"
your neck
"Let's try another size shoe," Smith
suggested.' There was no te'.ling
where the salesman wouldn't carry
that shoe. According to him, the
shoe was just the correct thing for
the social lion and the ditchdlgger;
it was a combination shoe, and If you
knew what charm to work on It you
could use It for. either. It was a grand
shoe, all right
"You know I would be the last person in the world to sell you a shoe
that was not exactly as I represented
It, Why? Because I depend on your
trade in the future. I depend on the
trade of your friends, your children,
if you have any, and if you don't
have any, you might send in someSo you see, 1
body else's children.
wouldn't kid you on a proposition
like that. Now, if you ever noticed
it, a man's clothing fit right In with
his character, so as to fit.
"Well. I want a shoe that'll
"That fits all right. You are not
used to that shape, that's all."
"Sure; and when I get my corn
trained so that it will lay over the
other way, this shape in shoes will
have passed away, and there I'll be.
It's a constant pushing and shoving
of corns around I suppose you are
also agents for some corn cure? After you worry a man's corn until he
doesn't know where he
"Well, I wouldn't take It so hard,"
the salesman said. When he had
brought all the shoes within reach
down until he had Smiths corn on
edge, he brought the right shoe as a
gentle surprise more to show that
he had one that would fit anything
else. Smith knew very well that the
shoe was there all the time, and that
the salesman knew it.
"Now, how is that? I knew I could
fix you up after awhile, if I kept on

fit"

and Veil Pins,
Jabot, BeltEnamel.
AttracCloisonne
tive and Cheap. Let us
Show You

TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET REPORTS
including 500 southerns, market
Native stec-rstrong to ten higher.
5.25$
steers
$5.50(fj6.75; southern
6; southern cows and heifers $3.25
6; bulls $4.405.25; calves $1.50
8; western steers $o.236.25; western
cows $3.50(5.
Hogs 8,000, market five higher.
Bulk $6.957.10; heavy $6.907;
$6.957.10;
packers and butchers
pfd. 118.
light $7.057.15.
Sheep 8,000, market strong to ten
WOOL
Muttons $44.50 lambs $5.40
higehr.
market
6.
Wool,
March
St. Louis,
wethers and yearling
' and
fed
6.25;
western
unchanged. Territory
fed western ewes ?4
16
$4.255.50;
mediums
mediums 1922; fine
4.35.
fine
1213.
18;
000,

HONEY AND STOCKS
New York, March 6. CaU money,
2
2
per cent. Prime mercan2
tile paper,
per cent. Mexican
45.
Amalgamated 62
dollars.
Great
105
Atchison
118
Sugar
New
lora
Northern, pfd., 123
Northern Pacific 121.
Central 106
Southern Paclfio 115
Reading 154
Steel 76
172
Pacific
Union
1-- 4

s

1-- 2

44

1--

7--

1--

3--

7--

8

3--

4.

CHICAGO LIVESTOCK
Chicago, March 6. Cattle, 22,000,
market steady to strong. Beeves
$5.257; Texas steers $4.405.S0;
western steers $4.755.85; stockers
and feeders $45.90; cows and heif)
ers $2.706; calves $79.
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
91
Hogs 36,000, market five higher,
6.
Wheat, May,
Chicago, March
48
light
$6.957.30; mixed $6.907.25;
89
May,
Corn,
July,
30
heavy $6.7o7.20;
rough $6.75
Ooats, May,
July, 40
to choice heavy $6.90
6.90;
good
30
May,
Pork,
July
2
7.20; pigs $6.607.16; bulk $77.20.
16.
$17.52
July, $16.72
Sheep 16,000, market strong to ten
$9.2-July.
May,
Native $3.104.85; western
.'52
higher.
$9.12
$9
July,
May,
Ribs,
"
trying- $3.254.85;
yearlings
$4.755.75;
"You have certainly tried enough,
lambs, native $56.30; western ?5.v."j
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
"
and' hard enough
6.30.
Kansas City, March 6. Cattle 8,"Will that.be all? Some fine ties,
"
collar buttons, suits
Smith started out the door, resolv to seasickness, captain," remarked the eggs a day all winter to earn their
ed to buy no more shoeB until he lady passenger. "Could you ctll Lira keep. Kansas City Journal.
what to do in case of an attack?"
should read:
Gunner At last the tipping evil is
"Tain't necessary, mum,'' replied
"Painless shoe fitting; limp in and
getting somewhere within bounds. I
out." In some enterprising the captain. "He'll do
walk
.
Advocate.
heartily indorse the brave diners who
merchant's window.
only tip 10 per cent of the bill.
"I believe I am to Have the PleaGuyer Have you the courage of
candidate for office in a district
of Taking You uut to Dinner, your convictions?
sure
where I should have to depend on
Gunner I certainly have.
the votes of the farmers and were Mrs. Qamley.'
"To Let Desirable Apartments in
Guyer Well, go In that
swell
to let it be known that I wore paon the corner, order a
lunchroom
This
Building."
jamas instead of- - a night shirt, that
"Home Cooking Our Specialty.'
lunch, and then Up the pretty
would be the height of folly." Chiwaitress with 2 cents Chicago News.
"Genuine Cider Vinegar."
cago Record-Heral"Peaceable Picketing."
"I am going to start a garden," an"All Wool Suits $15."
Hotel Proprietor Was there any'iDear Sir."
nounced
Mr.
Chicago Tribune.
Subbubs. "A 'ew
thing of value In the trun of that
months from now I won't be kicking
fellow who Jumped his bill ?
Claude Ingalls has found the mean- about your prices."
Clerk I should say so. It was full est man in Washington cemty. The
"No," said the grocer. You'll he
of our linen and silverware. .iud?e.
man fooled his hens by tacking up a wondering how I can afford to sell
sign in liis hennry, "Eggs 9 cents per vegetables so cheap." Kansas City
"My husband Is particularly liable dozen." Then the 'fool hens laid two Journal.

Is"

nCTAL

Lead. MarNew York, March 6.
ket easy, $4.404.50. Standard copper, weak. Spot and May, $11.90
12.00. Silver, 52
5--

4.

l--

5-- 8

5--

2
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Tit-Bit-

at'-mal-

Varied as ihe'Tints of the Wings of Butterflies are the New
We Show for This Spring. We Shall Not Try to Tell You
Spring Goods Look Like. This is Impossible. We, However
'
Invite You to Visit Our Store and See the Enchanting
New Things This Spring Season Offers.

WhatXfi

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED BY EXPRESS SOME VERY

Tit-Bit- s.

,

Sixty-firObituary Note: The
congress is dead, so is immediate
statehood for New Mexico. But we
believe in the resurrection.

IN THE SIIOE CLERK'S TOILS
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LINES AND STYLES OF THESE SUITS STAND
SFrnxn
REMEMBER EVERY SUIT IS WARRANTED AND GUARANTEED
TO
BEST OF SATISFACTION, $20.00 TO $40.00 AT

THE

M

.

,
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trv,1.1.0

71

kji UVR GREAT

Percival B. Palmer and .Redfern Suits for Women
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eda Hotel.
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The Prescriptionlst

1

PERSONALS

ELECT E. ROMERO
AS PRESIDENT OF

Charles F. Rudulph of Rociada was
the city today.
The man who does the
M. M. Kohr, a well known resident
weighing, the measuring
of Watroue, was in town today.
the man who knows how
Charles E. Doll of Santa Fe Is In
and whythe man on
Las
Vegas on a brief business visit.
HE SUCCEEDS JEFFERSON
'whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
Attorney Charles A. Spiess went
HALLET
RESIGNED
Jost sight of for a moment
yesterday to Santa Rosa on legal
RAYNOLDS NEW MEMBER
business.
in prescription filling.
Every
Dr. F. H. Crail was called to Rowe
prescription
leaving our
This morning the board of trustees
store is faultless from
any
yecterdey on professional business
of
the Las Vegas land grant at its
standpoint that you may
last night
take. You may feel safe
received the
W. F. Hogan, a resident of Cerril-los- . regular monthly meeting
and sure if we fill our
is in the city on business. Hoar-rive- d resignation of Jefferson Raynoldsand
prescription.
seated his son, Hallett Raynolds, as
this afternoon.
J. i'. Fitzmorris, a Santa Fe inspec- a member of the board. Mr. Raynolds'
tor, is here from his headquarters resignation was received a week ago
WINTERS DRUG CO.
la Tiinidad looking after official busi- by "Judge Clarence J. Roberts, who
ness. 1
appointed Hallet Raynolds at that
Phone Main 3
V.. Blackwell and James H. Hint
time to succeed him. Mr. Raynolds,
were here today on business affairs.
had been president of the board of
They are well known residents of
trustees for many years. This mornRaton.
Romero was chosen
Judge E. V. Long left last night for ing Eugenio
and
Judge E. V. Long
Clayton where he has business before president
F. H. Pierce introduced
term
the
March
district
court
of
the
A
the following resolution, which was
for Union county.
Mr. and Mrs. J. van Houten of Ra unanimously adopted by the board:
ton are here for a visit of a few days
"Whereas, the Honorable Jefferson
to Mrs. van Houten's parents, Mr. and
Raynolds, as a citizen of Las Vegas,
Mrs. Chris JWIegand.
took a leading part in the litigation
Miss lone Peacock arrived this af
nd procedure in regard to the title
BEEF
ternoon from Kansas City and will act
to the" Las Vegas grant, and gave his
as trimmer for the Strass millinery
PORK
time and efforts to the . ecognitlon of
parlors again this season.
such title in the town of Las
MUTTON
Walter Nash, a railway employe, 'egas, and it was
largely th'ough
came in yesterday from his headquar his efforts and care that patent was
VEAL
ters in Bel en and is receiving treat finally obtained in the name of the
ment in the Santa Fe hospital.
Town of Las Vegas;
CHICKENS
United States Attorney David J.
"And, Whereas, since the organiHAMS AND
Leahy left Saturday for ALamogordo zation of this board his services as
where he will attend the March term a member of this board and as its
' BACON
of the United States district court.
president, have been of great value
Governor William J. Mills left to the people of the community;
"Therefore, Be it Resolved, That
Washington Saturday night for Santa
JOHN. A. PAPEN
Fe, and is expected to pasa through this board regrets that it has become
the city tomorrow evening on his way necessary for him to resign as one
of its members, and in token of such
home.
PHONE 144 AND 145.
directs that a copy of this res
J. H. Bloom of Erie, Pa., is here regret
olution
be spread upon the minutes
for a visit to his uncle, O. L. Gregory.
of the board and a copy, certified by
Mr. Bloom Is an engineer on the Lake
the secretary, be delivered to the
Shore railway. He will spend some
Hon. Jefferson Raynolds."
time in Las Vegas.
J. H. M'DUFFEE WHO
Henry Goke, accompanied by mem
4
of his family, expects to leave 4bers
HERE
TONIGHT
LECTURES
this evening for San Antonio, Tex.,
REALTY REPORT
where he will spend some time for
Mr. Goke
the benefit of his health.
!haa been ill for several months.
R. J. Montandon, traveling repre
Warranty Deeds
sentative for Clarke Brothers and
The Placita Ranch Co., to Isabel
company, the largest whiskey distil Hand, February 21, 1911, land at Los
lers in the world, is here to intro- Alamos. Consideration $1.
Juan Ortega to Eduardo Korte,
duce his firm's goods in this territory. He waa accompanied to Laa July 28, 1909, lot 3, block 6, Lopez
Vegas by Colonel M. L. Stern of Al Sulzbacher and Stern Addition. Conbuquerque of the firm of Stern and sideration $300.
U. S. A. to Manuel Duran, Novem
Schloss. C'arke Brothers and comber 14, 1910, 160.69 acres in section
pany are located in Peoria, 111.
Mounted Policeman A. A. Sena re 31, township 16, range 24.
Fred W. Browne, et ux, to William
turned yesterday from Juarez, Mex.,
September 21, 1910, 80 acres
Collect,
where he had been on business. Mr,
of
in section 29, township 17,
land
from
to
Juarez
Sena went
directly
19.
Consideration $1.
Santa Rosa where he attended .court range
to
A.
S.
Jose D. Gonzales, March
U.
and assisted in the prosecution of
12, 1908, 159.43 acres oMand.
of
was
convicted
the
who
Luis Tapia,
E. A. Kiefer, et ux, to Ralph W.
killing of Nora Stewart, his stepdaugh Moore, October 27, 1910, .120 acres of
ter, on. the eve of her wedding. Mr. land in section 15,
township 15, range
Sena worked up a great deal of the 19. Consideration $1.
Tonight at 8 o'clock at tne Commer- evidence in the case and was Instru
Adam and Marvilla Kiefer to Ralph
cial club J. H. McDuffee of Denver mental in securing Tapia's arrest, and W. Moore,
January 12, 1911, 320 acres
will be the chief speaker at a smoker. causing his conviction. Tapia receiv of land in section
3,
township 3,
The Affair is one to which the gen- ed a sentence ot from twelve to twen14. Consideration $1.
range
eral public Is Invited, the business ty years:. , Mr Sena is proving an efJ. M. Lyon, et ux, to Adam Kiefer,
.,
men of the city in particular, Mr. ficient pefM!es officer.
January 10, 1911, land in San Miguel
McDuffee will talk on "General Adcounty- - Consideration fl.
vertising," illustrating his talk with
Adam Kiefer, et ux, to Ralph W.
NEARLY SMOTHERED
stereopticon 'slides. Lunch will be
Lo
Moore,
January 14, 1911, land in San
Mrs.
N.
C
Augusta
Chandler,
served during the evening and there max. of this Dlace. writes: "I had Miguel county. Consideration fl.
will be plenty of cigars to go around, smothering spells every day, so bad
Frank Cayot to Manuel Sanchez,
no matter how large the crowd.
February 27, 1911, 160 acres of land
that I expected death at any time.
could not slt'Hip in bed. I suffered In San Miguel county. Consideration
from womanly troubles. My nerves fl.
et ux, to Andres
M. A.
THE
QUESTION were unstrung I had almost given Gutierrez, Sanchez,
1911, 160 acres
March
2,
better,
ever
being
up all hope'of
in
San
of
land
Miguel county. Contried Cardiii. and it did me more
sideration
fl.
BOWEL
TO
DUE
ever
taken
MUCH SICKNESS
good than anything I had
E. A. Kiefer, et ux, to Ralph W.
I am better now than I ever expect
DISORDERS
October 27, 1910, 120 acres
Moore,
ed to be.'1' Thousands of ladies have
in San Miguel county. Conland
of
the
of
similar letters, telling
A doctor's first question when con- written
$1.
sideration
Cardui. It relieved their
.to H- - A. Harvey, Desulted by a patient is, "Are your bowels the merit j'jof
Hoban
Louis
Just
headache,, backache and misery,
block 21, 22, 23, in
6,
regular?" He knows that 98 per cent
cember
1910,
as it 1 wflll relieve yours, if you will
of illness is attended with inactive
Porter and Mills Addition. Consid
boweis and torpid liver, and that this
eration S 1.
F. Leyba and Juanita, his wife, to
condition must be removed gently and
1
ASSESSMENT NOTICE
reF.
Leyba, August 23, 1909, lot in Las
thoroughly before health can be
Notice Js 'hereby givea to all tax
stored.
Vegas. Consideration fl.
in Precinct Number 29 of the
Fred W. Browne, et ux, to Matt
Rexall Orderlies are a positive, plea- payer
.of '.San Miguel, that I will be
County
for
constipation,
Hershberger, June 17, 1910, land In
sant and safe, remedy
office, ,605,, Lincoln avenue, be San Miguel county. Consideration fl,
in
my
We
In
general.
disorders
bowel
and
the hours of 8 a. m. and 5 p. m,
Board of Trustees Town of Las
are so certain of their great curative tween
of April. 1911. to
day
until
theOth
to R, Marquez, March 8, 1910,
the
return
to
Vegas,
value that we promise
case when receive returns of all taxable proper- land in San Miguel county.
in
every
money
purchaser's
do so within the
JJ. Marflue;flt,als, to S. Gallegos,
satisfac-- ' ty. Those failing to
they fail to produce entire
assessed by me
will
be
t'm'e
;16Q acres of land in
specified
tfarchfGj1909,
tion.
4035 of tne com San?
; uonsiaerauon
i.
Section
to
county.
according
canMigul
Rexall Orderlies are eaten like
f. HV Spurrier, et ux, to J. M. Lyof
1897, and a penalty of
laws
soothpiled
a
and have
on those on," Pebruafy"227-l9il- ,
dy, they act quietly,
560 acres of
influence 25 per cent will be imposed
ing, strengthening, healing
Considerareturns.
Las
grant.
make
in
land
to
fail
Vegas
who
on the entire intestinal tract. They
H. YORK, Assessor. tion fl.
JOHN
30
atw
nausea,
do, ..not purge, gripe., cause
TJ. S. A. to Jesus Ma. Padiua y
diar-- I
flatulence, excessive looseness,
December 16, 1907, 160
a
Safeauard
Gal'egos,
unthur1!
rhoea o (other annoy In effefct. They
TTnnsv nnrt Tar for the cfcli acres of land in San Miguel county.
are especially good for children, weak dren. latest and safest for all Jesus Ma. Padilla y Gallefos to F.
25c
M,i,a olds, croun. whoon'.ng-cougpersons or old folks. Two size,
Cayot, January 18, 1909, 160 BJCtes of
The
store
our
orilr'at
lOfc-S- old
j K.nntiitia No oniates. O. G land in San Miguel comityand
Schaefer.wtf-.BeRexall Store. 13. G. Murphey.
in

SALE OF COUNTY BOARD

BIG
METAL BEDS

GRANT BOARD

NICE LINE OF

FRESH MEAT

T

,

.

DOGTOn

SESSION

A $6.25 Iron Bed Any
Color or Size. With
Brass Top Rods and
Knobs

RAY-NOLD-

WE HAVE

HOLDS MONTHLY

-

NO DEFINITE ACTION TAKEN IN
CHANGING LINES OF CERTAIN

-

-:-

r

X

PRECINCTS

No definite action on the petition
of certain residents of the southwest
ern portion of Precinct No. 4 Tecolote,
to be annexed to Precinct No. 40,
Berual, was taken this morning by

.

ti

I

n

d

'Ciwlr

-

Every family here ought to keep
some Dlapepsln in the bouse, as any
one of you' may have an attack of indigestion or stomach trouble at any
time, day or night
This harmleag preparation will digest anything you eat and overcome
a distressed,
stomach
five minutes afterward.
If your meals don't tempt you, or
what little you do eat seems to fill
you, or lays like a lump of lead in
your stomach, or, if you have heartburn, that Is a sign of indigestion.
Ask your pharmacis for a
case of Pape'a Dlapepsin, and take
a little Just as soon as you can.
There will ibe no sour risings, no
belching of undigested food mixed
with acid, no stomach gas or heartburn, fullness1 or heavy feeling In
the stomach, nausea, debilitating
headaches, dizziness or intestinal
griping. This' will all go, and, besides, there will be no sour food
left over in the stomach to poison
your breath with nauseous odors.
Pane's Diapepsln Is a certain cure
for
stomachs, because It
prevents fermentation and takes hold
of your food and digests It just the
same as if your stomach wasn't
there.
Relief in five minutes from all
atomach misery at any drug store,
waiting for you.
cases contain
These large
more than sufficient to cure almost
any chronic case of dyspepsia, indigestion, or any other stomach

45 for a $15.00 Vernis
ContinMartin bed with
uous Posts.
$11.65 for $15.00 Square Post
Vernis Martin Iron Beds, the
newest noveliy.
-$13.95 for a $17.50 Brass Bed
with
Posts, a royal treat
for those wanting a Brass Bed.

Look at window display for
Reductions in other metal
beds.
Big-

50-ce-nt

ALSO DRESSERS

FAVOR SUNDAY
CLOSING
TO DATE POSTOFFICE PETITIONS
HAVE BEEN SIGNED WITH
FEW EXCEPTIONS

Nine hundred signatures have been
secured by the clerks and carriers of
the East Las Vegas postofflce to the
'

50-ce-

:

$4.85 for This Week

NINE HUNDRED

FEOMTHE STOMACH

the board of county commissioners at
It was
decided to make an investigation be
fore granting or refusing the request
The reason given by the petitioners
for their desire to be annexed to the
Bernal precinct is that the headquarters of their precinct is too remote from them. On matters of pub
lic business and at election times they
are forced to travel Several miles. If
they were annexed to Bernal they
would not be compelled to submit to
the same inconvenience.
Several residents of the precinct
were present at the commissioners'
meeting this morning and some of
them presented their case to the
board. They also asked about a
change Tn the school arrangements
when the annexation of part of Tecolote precinct is attached to Bernal but
were informed that school matters are
under the direction of the county superintendent
The legal time having elapsed since
the receipt of the petition asking for
a bridge at San Jose the commissionTO
ers could have acted upon the matter iYlLCI TONIGHT
this morning. However, as the loga!
time for the Hot Springs and Las AlaARRANGE FOR GAME
mos bridge petitions will have elapsed before the date for the next regular meeting of the commissioners, it
SCHOOL CONTEST
was decided to withhold action on the NORMAL-HIGLIKELY WILL BE PLAYED
San Jose bridge and consider at the
same time the construction of all three
THIS WEEK
t
bridges.
The business transacted durlntr the
Representatives of the Normal and
morning was mostly of a routine na High School will meet tonight in the
ture.
Y. M. C. A. building for the purpose
of making final arrangements for the
FOR SALE
championship game between the basA Valuable House and Lots in Las ketball teams of 'the two schools- - It
is likely the decision will be that
Vegas, N. M.
Desiring to change my residence the game be played Thrusday even
from Las Vegas by reason of my poor ing In the armory. Some disquieting
rumors have come from the Normal
health, I offer to aeH my house and to
the effect that one of the star
lots situated on the south side of the
of that school bad flunked In
players
park in said town.
a study during the recent examina
The building Is 2 story, built of tions. He Is
making a strenuous ef
stone, adapted for business, compris- fort to make up hie work, however.
ing rooms and backyards, with fixtures and doubtless will be seen in his
for electric lights and water pipes. regular
place in the line up..
The rooms now occupied bring me a
Representatives of the Normal are
monthly rent of $75.00.
still desirous of the championship beI will sell the premises for f 6,500.
ing decided In a series of three
Terms: f 3,500 paid in hand, and games. This has not been decided upf 3,000 In one year, secured by mort- on definitely. It would furnish some
gage of the premises.
great sport for the fans and fill up
Address all corresponce to
the athletic effers of both schools.
Us regular monthly meeting.

petitions requesting the postmaster
general to order the office closed on
Until today but one man
Sundays.
had been discovered who disapproved
of the plan. It is the desire ot the
clerks and carriers to secure the sig
natures of ail the adults in each
household. Several of the petitions
have been returned by patrons of the
office bearing the signature of the
head of the house. The clerks and
carriers would appreciate it if the
head Qf each household, his wife, adult
sons and daughters and roomers in
each home would sign, as all are
patrons of the office.
It is believed the plan will be successful. The clerks and carriers expect to have their petitions ready for
mailing to the postmaster general by
the last of this week. Favorable action by that official undoubtedly will
be taken, as he has shown his approval for Sunday postofflce closing In
every Instance in which he has had,
an opportunity for doing so.

IirrT

TIE

ROSENTHAL

Opposite Y. M. C. A..

E. Las Vegas

BRADLEY FUNERAL
LARGELY ATTENDED
SERVICES WERE HELD SUNDAY
AFTERNOON AT THE FIRST
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
The funeral of Dr. Charles H. Bradley was held yesterday afternoon at
2:30 o'clock from the First Presby
terian church. It was attended by a
large number of Dr. Bradley's per
sonal friends and lodge and profes
sional associates. Rev. Dr. Norman
the church,
Skinner, pastor of
preached an eloquent sermon in the
course of which he called attention
to the consistent Christian life led
by Dr. Bradley and of his value to
the church and the community. The
choir of the church sang during the
services.
Many beautiful floral designs were
sent by (friends and the casket was
covered with flowers- - .The Odd Fel
lows were present in large numbers
and the Las Vegas Medical Society
attended the funeral in a body. The
Raypall bearers were Jefferson
nolds, O. E. Burch, Dr. H. J. Muelk
ler, Dr. H. W. Goelitz, C. V. Hedg-cocand J. R. Baker.
Tomorrow night the body will be
sent to Haverhill, Mass., the home
of Dr. Bradley's boyhood, for burial.
It will be accompanied by Dr. uraa-ley'- s
two children, Charles and Charlotte. Mrs. Clifford McClanahan will
go as far as Chicago with the children, who will then be met In Cleveland by relatives who will accompany them the rest of the Journey.
Friends of Dr. Bradley who wish
to view his features for the last time
may do so at the chapel of J. C.
Johnsen and Son, where the bod
will lie in state tomorrow afternoon.
'
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Remedy.

$100,000.00

MARCH 8th
H. E. PIERCE & CO.
Proudly Present

SQUAW

urn

By EDWIN MlLTON ROYLE

Exactly as Presented
for Two Years at

Wallack's
Theater
New. York.

PRICES: $i.50,' $i, 50c

J "THB SQUAW rlAN"

Prices:

-

2,000 lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.
1,000 lbs to 2,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 110 lb.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 lbs.
50 lbs., to 200 lbs, each delivery 40c per 100 Ibe.
50 lbs.,

each delivery, 50c per

100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Stopers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the purity and
famous. Office 701
lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegas
'
.
Douglas Avenue.

Ivs73 lilCliaJJ
TJyJ

mm

D.T.HOSKINS.Cuhler.
p. b. January,

At. cubicr.

$60,000.00

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
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a Single 1 s
(NotHeadache I
wv

Retail

Less than

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
Estimates Furnished on All Kinds ' of
Building Job Work a Specialty
Phone, Main 336
Opposite Optio

that you
are not treating it properly. There
is no reason why a cold should bang
on for weeks and it will not If yoa

cups of

Las Vegas, N. M.
mwf 15

1911.

Frank Revell,

If you have trouble in getting rid

"These rich women seldom know
what true love is."
"That's, so. They neve, have any
biffin' or sluggin' or gettln' nf warKansas City
rants for
Journal.

DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE

Sr.

.

of your cold you may know

take Chamberlain's Cough
For sale by all druggists.

ROMERO,

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera bar. Served from barrels on the bar.

;

.

,

NO MORE DISTRESS

'

J";

U

o

a

Your Happiness
begin the very day that you open a savings
account with us. : We do not expect you to start
with a large sura. Many of the most prosperous
'
depositors in
-

Our Savings Bank
Began with as little as five dollars.' Why don't
you start as they did? You will never be able to
spare the money better, than
to-da- y.

good answer to the coffee question

'There's a Reason"

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS OAflK

S

&$$$&03aiyr&Og
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Ettray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following deMayonnaise Without an Eos Can Be scribed
est ray animal was taken up bv
,
Made With the Aid of the FolWalter Coleman, Elk, N. M.
'
lowing Recipe.
One brown filly 2 years
old.
Mayonnaise 'Without Egg. Few peoBranded
H
lookknow
one
can
a
make
ple
perfect
On left shoulder
ing and perfect tasting stiff mayonTHE
Branded
naise without an egg. Place a
On
left
thigh
of plain mustard, mixed with
Said animal being unknown to tnia
a few drops of cold water. In a' small
bowl. Add oil, not necessarily drop Board, unless claimed by owner on
March 24, '11, said date being 10
by drop, but still rather slowly. Stir
Jays after last appearance of this a ;
thickAs
while.
It
all
the
igorously
veitlsement, said estroy will be soM
ens too much to handle comfortably, by
this Board for the beneMi :
thin with lemon juice or vinegar. A owner when found.
little tarragon vinegar Is always a
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
great addition to any salad. After
Albuquerque, N. "
is
mayonnaise is finished season ac- First pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14, '11.
1A the
cording to taste and discretion. There
ID YOU EVER slop to think .that every family
is hardly any limit to the quantity of
Estray Advertisement
oil that may be used. Less or more
should haveThe Optic as part of its
till
Notice is hereby given to whom it
mustard may be used, but it must be
A
borne In mind that it is the made may concern that the following
estray animal was taken up by
mustard that holds the oil together. I
Walter Coleman, Elk, N. M.
generally make a large quantity of
One bay stallion.
2.
The father wants news while it is tresh, he wants to
Main
Number,
dessertOptic'i
mayonnaise at once, using a
Branded
H
spoonful of mustard and as much oll
On left shoulder
be posted on what is happening so that he may be able
as I can afford enough for several
ATE8 F6R CLASSIFIED ADVER- meals. It
Branded
a
In
most
excellently
keeps
to discuss intelligently with his business acquaintances the timely events of
On left thigh
TISEMENTS
covered Jar In a cool place.
he day.
animal
Said
Five cents per line each Insertion
being unknown to this
New Salad. Cut Off crusts of white
Estimate six ordinary words to a line. bread (fresh), cut In diamond shape Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 24, ll, said date being 10
Mother wants to find out what bargains are for sale at the big stores; she also
No ad to occupy less space than two and toast a light brown. On one-hadays after last appearance of this
lines. All advertisements chareed will a piece grate the yolk of bard boiled
will be Bold
said
estray
likes to have the paper to look at in her spare time during the evening.
ba Daoked at space actually set, with egg, on the other half white of egg by this Board for the benefit of the
on the owner when found.
out regard to number of words. Cash minced fine, and then place
slice a sardine; on this lay three strips
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
THE OPTIC fills the bill in every respect and will make itself invaluable to
In advance preferred. Phone Main 2. of sweet
green peppers, crossed, put
Albuquerque. N. M.
ting over the whole a nice mayonnaise First pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14, '11.
every member of your family.
dressing; the bread Is then placed in
a
and
a nest of crlsD lettuce leaves,
Send in your subscription today and find out what is going on in Las Vegas,
Estray Advertisement
thin slice of lemon is placed on each
WANTED Furnished room by a gen- plate. This is a most appetizing way
Notice la hereby given to whom it
New Mexico and the world at large.
tleman in modern residence, must of serving sardines. Try it
may concern that the following de- scriDea
was
b
animal
taken
estray
up
Cut
be first class reference. Address
tomatoes,
Philippine Salad.
Walter Coleman, Elk, N. M.
large white. onions, green and sweet
H., Optic.
One brown filly.
red peppers, also cucumbers. In very
Branded
thin slices, add a good French dress'
H
On left shoulder
lng and let the salad stand for an
Branded
hour at least on Ice in a cool place.
Garnish with crisp lettuce leaves be- ' On left thigh
FOR SALE Fuller and Johnson gas- fore serving. This makes a pretty
Said animal being unknown to this
Please Fill Out and Forward Thi- oline farm pump engine; also thor- dish if the different vegetables used Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March
oughbred brown leghorn chickens. are laid in separate circles, alternate- aays arter last24, '11, said date being 10
appearance of this ad
must
of
the
seeds
The
peppers
ly.
I'hono Main 156.
said estray will be sold
be carefully removed before they are vertisement,
by this Board for the benefit of the
Send to my address until I ' order it discontinued THE
sliced and the cucumbers peeled.
owner when found.
FOR SALE Jersey cow, with young
DAILY OPTIC.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
calf, Jersey heifer 2 years old.
N. M.
Albuquerque.
BY
Southwest Realty Co., Burr Faunce,
Banana Puffs.
First pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14, '11.
Name.
Beat three eggs until light, add
Sapello, N. M.
three tablespoons of cold water, one
f
saltspoon of
Address .
Estray Advertisement
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock cup of sugar,
and one cup of flour sifted with
salt
Notice
is
to
whom
hereby
it
given
baby chicka, $14.00 per 100. Money one teaspoon of baking powder, stir
denay concern that the
must accompany order. Mrs. Mag- in two bananas cut Into pieces, fill crioea estray animal wasfollowing
taken ud bv
III!
gie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan., R 2.
cups half full and steam Walter Coleman, Elk, N. M.
t:
.
One bay mare 8 or 10
one hour.
Serve with pineapple
years old.
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de- sauce.
Branded
Pineapple sauce. Put one cup of
scriptions. Notary Bealg and recs
On left jaw
of a cup of
with white face, weighs about GOO
sugar and
Estray Advertisement
ords at The Optic office.
water in a saucepan, bring to a boilBranded
Notice Is hereby given to whom it lbs.
THE LOBBY
On left shoulder
may concern that the following deing point and thicken with two teaBranded
SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
In
scribed estray animal was taken up by
On left ribs
spoons of cornstarch made smooth
Emitt Isaacks, Las Cruces, N. M.
Branded
a little cold water, remove from fire,
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS
Branded
One red and white steer,
.
On left hip
rj
cool a Uttle, add one cup of grated
On
left
800
hip
fl
lbs.
weighs about
Branded
FOR RENT CHEAP 4 room cottage pineapple, one tablespoon of lemon
Said animal being unknown to this
Branded
f
On left shoulder
cup of orange juice.
or
owner
on
claimed
unless
Board,
partly furnished, garden, chicken Juice and
by
On left ribs.
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
serve.
Said animal beine unknown t. thio
before March 24, '11, said date being 10
house, barn and cow lot, on car line. Stir well and
animal being unknown to tbi days
Sail
adBoard,
unless
after
last
claimed
of
this
owner
appearance
on or
by
by owner on o.
Inquire 417 Eighth street.
before March 24 '11. said date hclne- in Board, unless claimedsaid
said estray will be sold
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
date being 10 vertisement,
before March 24, '11,
days after last appearance of this
by this Board for the benefit of the CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. 4 A. M F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuesday
au
of
this
last
after
appearance
FOR RENT Three convenient houseowner when found.
Whereas, Win. E. CJortner, as adsaid estray will be sold days
evenings each month, at Fraternal
Regular communisaid estray will be Bold
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
keeping rooms, furnished 321 Lin- ministrator of the estate of Marcus by this Board for the benefit of the vertisement,
brotherhood hall. Visiting Brother
and
first
the
benefit
Board
of
for
cation
this
thi
by
coln.
Albuquerque, N. M.
W. owner when found.
Brunswick
are cordially Invited. B. F. McGulre,
deceased, Millard
owner when found.
In
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
third
First
'11.
Mar.
Mar.
3,
last pub.
Thursday
14,
pub.
CATTLE SANITARY
BOARD,
Browne, and Cecil W. Browne have
President; E, C. Ward, Secretary.
Albumiermia. M
f
each month. VisitA Cold, La Grippe, then Pneumonia
Albuquerque, N. M.
filed with the directors of the Las First pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14, '11.
cor
Advertisement
'11.
brothers
Mar.
too
Mar.
Estray
14,
Is
3, last pub.
First pub.
often the fatal sequence. FolFRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
ing
NO.
District their petition
Notice la hereby given to whom It
ey's Honey and Tar expel the cold, Vegas Irrigation
102 Meets every Monday night at
Invited. William H. Stapp, W.
dially
deconcern
In
owners
are
the
that
the
that
may
they
checks the la grippe, and prevents stating
following
their hall in the Schmidt baildLa.
Estray Advertisement
scribed estray animal was taken up by M.; Chas. H. Sporleder, Secretary.
Estray Advertisement
penumonla. It la a prompt and reli- ee of the fo'lowing described lands
Notice
is
whom
to
is
.Notice
to
it waiter Coleman, Elk, N. M.
whom it
vest of Fountain Square, a eight
hereby given
hereby given
NO.
able cough medicine that contains no entirely or partly within said district,
2,
COMMANDERY,
VEGAS
may concern that the following de- may concern that the following det:
One sorrel blazed faced LAS
o'clock. Visiting members are cor-narcotics. It Is as. safe for your chil- and
TEMPLARKNIGHT8
be
scribed
said
lands
that
the
praying
estray animal was taken up by scribed estray animal was taken up by mare 5 or 6 years old.
dren as yourself. O. G. Schaefer and
dially welcome. Fred Philips, presiEmitt Isaacks, Las Cruces, N. M.
excluded from such district because wauer tjoieman, mk, N. M.
Branded
Regular conclT- - second
Red Cross Drug Co.
dent; Carrie Schrock, Secretary; C.
One
8
brown
10
mare
On
or
left
10
at
cow
month
G3
each
black
about
One
in
jaw
would
such lands
not be benefited by
Tuesi"
years old.
Bally, Treasurer.
750
about
lbs.
years old, weight
Branded
such irrigation system:
Masonic Tsmple at 7:30 p. in. CD.
Branded
H
Branded
On
LOCAL TIME CARD
left
P
shoulder
Charles
Tamme,
S.
Pniher.
C:
On left Jaw
Tract No. l. A piece of land bound
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
v
On left ribs
Branded
ed on the south by lands of J. and J.
I. O. B. B. Meeta every first TuesKecorder.
Branded
On left thigh
Said animal being unknown to this
On left shoulder
WE8T BOUND
of the month in the vestry
ROYAL
NO.
Raynolds and by a line of fence
day
S,
Said animal being unknown tc this LAS VEGAS CHAPTER
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
and a projection eastward thereof,
Branded
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
Arrive
'
before March 24, '11, Bald date being 10 Board, unless claimed by owner on or
ARCH MASONS Regular convoca
On left thigh
No. 1
1:50 P. M. waich fence is parallel to and about
o'clock, p. m. Visiting brothers are
days after last appearance of this ad before March 24, '11, said date being 10
tion first Monday in each
vertisement, said estray will be sold daye after last appearance of this ad'
No. 3 ...
6:15 A. M. 100 yds. north of the north limits of
inivted. Isaac
month at Masonic Temple,
cordially
Appel,
barred out on left thigh. by this Board for the benefit of the vertisement, said estray will be sold
23
No. 7
5 :15 P. M. the City of Las Vegas, N. M., bounded
m. J. A.
Chas. Greenclay, Sec7:30
at
p.
President;
owner
when found.
this
Board
for
by
benefit
the
of
the
Said animal being unknown to this
No. 9
6:35 P. M. east by the Arroyo Pecos; bounded
H. P.; Chas. H.
retary.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
owner when found.
unless claimed by owner on or
N. M.
north by a line of fence and its pro Board,
CATTLE
Depart
SANITARY
BOARD.
Secretary.
Albuquerque,
Sporleder,
before March 24, '11, said date being 10 First
KNIGhT8
OF COLUMBU8, COUNCIL
pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14, '11.
2:10 P. M. jection eastward, which fence is about
No. 1
Albuquerque, N. M.
days after last appearance of this ad
NO. 2. O. E.
804 Meeta second and fourth
NO.
CHAPTER
RANSFORD
First
Mar.
3,
last
Mar.
'11.
14,
pub.
3
pub.
No.
6:20 A. M. half a mile north from the said fence vertisement, said estray will be sold
S. Meets second and fourth ThursThursday in O. R. C. ha!L Pionesr
No. 7
Estray Advertisement
6:40 P. M. on the south boundary; bounded west by this Board for the benefit of the
Notice
to
owner
la
whom
Mrs.
Agit
when
found.
Masonic
in
building.
nereby
given
Temple.
days
Visltiig members are corNo. 9
Just Cause for Anger.
7:00 P. M by the lands of W. A. Givens and Mrs.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
may concern that the following deInvited.
M. Tripp, Worthy Matron; ThoW. R. Tipton. Q. K.;
nes
dially
"Mrs.
Tlnmore
Is so angry with her
Anna Ward, by the Mora road and by
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Albuquerque, N. M.
E. P. Mackel. F. S.
mas B. Bo wen, Worthy Patron;
EAST BOUND
the Romero Ditch. This tract belongs First pub. Mar. J, last pub. Mar. 14, '11. Francisco L. Galvez, Ojo Callente, N. dentist she vows she never will pay
his bill," says the neighbor.
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
M.
O. O. F LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. 1
Arrive
to said M. W. Browne and C. W.
One brown six year old
1
"Why In the world?" asks the caller.
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
No. 2
9:10 P. M. Browne.
Meets every Monday evening at
Estray Advertisement
steer.
"Well, she got him to put In a bridge
No. 4
Notice is hereby given to whom it
11:25 P. M.
hall on Sixth street All visittheir
Tract No. 2. A piece of land boundBranded
LODGE
NO.
1,
U C tor her and she complained to him EL DORADO
may concern that the following de-No. 8
1:15 A. M. ed south by the north line of the
O that It did not feel right, but he said
On left ribs
ing Brethren cordially invited to atII
PYTHIAS
OF
Meets
KNIGHTS
scrioea
animal was taken up by
Said animal being unknown to this it was al) right and would not be no1:45 P. M.
No 10
property; west by north and j as. a. estray
every Monday even, tend, Carl Wertz, N. G.; A. T.
jjanercy,
iucnarason, N. M.
unless claimed by owner on or ticed when she got used to It; and so
lo-wiRogers, V. G.; T. M. El wood. Secresouth line, which is abou 3072 ft. west
Depart
One red mottlefaced cow, Board,
ing in Castle Hall.
before March 24, '11, Bald date being 10 she
of course, although It
9:15 P. M. of the point where the Romeroville aiso one red mottlefaced calf, both
No. 2
it,
kept
tary; w. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V.
Visiting Knights are
days after last appearance of this ad- seemed to make It hard for her to
mm
Branded
No. 4
11:30 P. M. road crosses the south line; north by
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
said
be
will
sold
vertisement,
Lb
estray
cordially invited.
On left rlha
If
talk kind of made her voice thick,
1:25 A, M. an east and west line, which is about
No. 8
by this Board for the benefit of the you know. And
r,
Charles
E.
LAS
VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODyesterday she called
Said animal being unknown to thi; owner when found.
8:10 P. M. 7779 ft. north of the said south line;
No. 10
Chancellor
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
up Mr. Tlnmore and asked him to
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
east by the Romeroville road, the before March 24, '11, Bald date
bring home some shoes and shirts for
Commander; Harry
Meets the second and fourth TuesAlbuquerque, N. M.
being 10
old road to the Puerteclto, and by the aays after last appearance of this ad First pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14, '11. their little boys, and Mr. Tlnmore kept
Martin, Keeper of
days of each month in the W. O. W.
her repeating It over and over to
Gallinas river. This tract belongs to vertisement, said estray will be Bold
Records and SeaL
hall at 8 p. m. ' C. Clay, Venerable
him the longest time, until he thought
by this Board for the benefit of the
.
the said W. E. Gortner, administrator, owner
Estray Advertisement
Consul; Geo. Laemmle, Clerk. Viswhen found.
Notice Is hereby given to whom It he knew what she wanted. And what BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
and to Millard W. Browne.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
concern that the following de- do you suppose he brought home? A
iting
neighbors are cordially inmay
UNION OF AMERICA
Now Therefore, In compliance with
Meeta first
AlbuqiierniK;. N.
scribed estray animal was taken up by bottle of soothing syrup." Judge.
vited.
and third Wednesdays of each
Las Cruces, N. M.
ENQRAVBRJTR1NTERS Chapter 109 of the laws of the 38th First pub. Mar. 3. last pub. Mar. 14, '11 Emittt: Isaacks,
One brown cow,
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
weighs
Legislative Assembly of New Mexico,
DENTISTS.
Not From Dublin.
about 750 lbs.
hall. A. E. Hayward, F. to.; w. A.
all persons interested are hereby no
Estray Advertisement
Branded
F. R. LORD
raw
was
of
A
recruits
squad
Givens, Secretary. Visiting membeing
tified to appear at the office of the
m
Notice ta hereby given to whom it ' On left ribs
an irritable drill sergeant.
DENTIST
drilled
by
bers
Invited.
cordially
Board of Directors of the Las Vegas may concern that the following de
Said animal being unknown to tha The command "Double I" was given,
Office
Pioneer
Bulldlna
up by Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Irrigation District in Las Vegas, N. scribed estray animal was taken M.
and all the men obeyed with the ex- B. P. O. ELKS Meets aecoud and
Rooms
and
4
Emitt
N.
Las
Cruces,
Isaacks,
before
March
24,
said
date being 10
'11,
fourth Tuesday evening of each
M., on April 4, A. D. 1911, at which
Office Phone Main 67
One 5 year old cow, weighs days after last appearance of this ad- ception of one, who remained stand1
O.
R. C. hall.
still and gazing vacantly around.
month at
time and place the said petition wll about 700 lbs.
Visiting
Residence Phone 41a
vertisement, said estray will be Bold ing
Brothers are cordially Invited. J. K.
Branded
"My man, you don't seem to know
be considered by the said board; then
by this Board for the benefit of the
ps
about
roared
the
DR.
On
'doublln',"
E. L. HAMMOND
ribs
owner
anythln'
when found.
right
and there to show cause in writing, if
Martin, Exalted Ruler; D. Wf ConIrate
CATTLE
sergeant.
SANITARY
BOARD.
DENTIST
don,
Said
to
animal
unknown
said
Secretary.
this
being
any they have, why
petition
A gleam of comprehension passed
Suite 4, Crockett Building.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
should not be granted.
Has
before March 24, '11, said date being 10 First pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14, '11. over the face of the recruit, as he re- RED MEN Meet in Fraternal Broth
Phones at office and residence.
PILLS THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF days
CHICHESTER BRAND.
erhood
hall
necond
adevery
and fourth
plied:
after last appearance of this
'
Lwlimt Auk your vrncrlxl lot XI
THE LAS VEGAS IRRIGATION vertisement, said estray will be sold
"No, sir; I'm a Cork man."
i
Thursday, sleep at the eighth rua
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HER BRAVE
SOLDIER

I

Extravagance

!

or nconomy
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U
Mis. Molly Harbeo had found
tha
park a delightful place in the early
forenoon hour.. The
were
out In fuU force, everysquirrel,
bird had lta
ong. and auch people aa were about
carried
tacea. Of all
place to finish up the laat three chap,
tera of an Interesting book the
park
bad the lead.
And little Tot. six year. old. Mlsa
Molly a niece, had found the
park a
egular paradise. A quarter of a mile
away Capt Phil Dayton of the army,
who had been Invalided home from the
Philippine., sat on a selected bench
every morning and blessed the park,
'Please, sir, I'm losted!"
Captain Phil had finished hi. paper
and laid It down beside him and waa
fairly nodding In sleep. He straightened up with a jerk and opened hla
eyes very wide at sight of the owner
of the Toice little Tot She stood before him with fingers clasped, a very
solemn look on her face, and the suspicion of tear, in her eyes.
"I say I'm losted," she
repeated aa
the captain continued to stare.
I
"Oh,
see," he replied. "You came
Into the park alone and hare got
turned around and can't find the way
out?"
"No, I didn't come alone. Aunt Molly came with me. 1 ran away from
her and got losted. I've been walking
miles and miles, but I can't find her
again. She'll be awfully scared."
"And how about you aren't you
scared ?"
"Oh, no. I knew I'd find somebody
to take me home."
"And what is your name?"
"Tot Foster. Do you thing if. a
nice name?"
"I surely do. How far do you live
from the park?"
"Oh, we have to take a street car,
and the conductor charges me full
fare. He told Aunt Molly that I waa
no kid."
"Well, MIbs Tot, I think the beat
thing we can do is to wait right here
for a little time. Your aunt will surely be searching for you, and la apt to
come this way. Besides, there will be
a policeman along soon, and we can
get him to help. Plenty of room for
you to sit down here by me."
"Thank you, sir!" said Tot with all
the dignity of a married woman; and
after taking a seat close beside him
the continued.
"It wasn't a week ago that Aunt
Molly told mamma that If she ever
married it would be a brave soldier.
You are brave, aren't you?"
"People have said so."
'Then that settles It. As soon aa
Auntie find me I'll introduce you. I
guess she's gone some other way.
Let's walk and walk until we find
ner."
They walked and walked, and talked
and talked, and strangely enough they
encountered no one searching for a
"loBted" girl. One of the entrances
was reached at last, and the captain
asked:
"Does this look like the place you
usually come In at?"
"Why, it surely is," Tot answered.
"Yes. I recognize It by that squirrel
there. Now, all we've got to 6it down
on this bench and wait for auntie.
But I must
Shell soon come
know your name or I can't Introduce
'
you."
"If. Captain Dayton, if you please."
"That's a nice name, and I know
auntie will be pleased with it She's
pretty particular about names. My
tars, there come, auntie now."
It was true. Aunt Molly and a solemn policeman were coming on the
run, and Just at that moment an auto
came up and stopped at the entrance.
There were two exclamations uttered
that Captain Dayton did not forget
for a year:- "Oh. Tot. my darling!" from the
good-nature-

-?

aunt

d

"In the kidnaping business, eh
come along!" from the solemn policeman.
And whEe Aunt Molly was hugging
Miss Tot and being hugged in return.
auto
tb Midler was hustled Intoto the
drive to
and the chauffeur ordered
station.
a police
-Got htn and it', a straight case,
aU tie ocer to the lieutenant at the
desk.
Captain. Dayton gave his name,
and profession. Ha haJ the documents with Mm aa corroboration.
him
The lieutenant wa about to aak t
If he thought the poiioe force could
came
taken la that way when aa auto Aunt
Tot and
Miss
and
up
chugging
In.
McEy cam hurrying
"Too. Jtwt Ie thia gentleman go!
advanced
ordered the UrJe girt aa she
hand.
the
hy
and took the prisoner
tatend-ln-te- aA"
Tin sure h didn't
eonld
said Aunt Molly,
further.
get-- no
And he wasn't trying to kidnap
Ml" Tot
too- - asked the officer of
wa e
He
wasn't!
he
Of
fc Cap.
thin
Molly,
Aunt
ta9 me home!
P1"w
army.
the
of
DaytiKi
tain
gentleman!'
dif
A captain in the army. Dayton.
fMto
not fail
ad-dr-

some yoon?

woman for a wife.
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"Robert." said Mrs. Tuttle. "I wish
a carpenter to fix that
back porch; some will be hurt if It
Isn't attended to soon."
"All right." said Tuttle. "I know a
man that will do It for one-hawhat
a carpenter would charge. I think I
can send him to do the Job tomorrow."
"Robert Tuttle," exclaimed hi. wife,
"1 said I wanted a carpenter and a
carpenter I am going to have. There
shall be no more tramp, and Jobber,
about this place!"
"Well, if you had to earn the
money," protested Tuttle, "I think you
wouldn't object so constantly to every
effort I make to practice a little econ-

omy."
Mrs. Tuttle smiled.
"Your efforts
"
at economy usually prove to be
boom-eranges,-

she observed.
"Bosh!" said Tuttle.

"Perhaps you have forgotten the
time I asked you to get a plumber to
mend a leak In the bathroom and you
sent a tramp tinner away out here,"
persisted Mrs. Tuttle. "He came with
a bar of solder and a soldering Iron,
but no furnace; so he had to heat his
Iron on the kit chi n range, and by
the time lie got to the bathroom with
it the Iron would be too cold to melt
the solder.
When he had made at
least a dozen trip, without results he
decided that If be had more light he
would succeed better.
"And he had the audacity to ask me
to hold a candle for him.
"Well, I lay down under the wash-stanand held the candle for him until I had a fellow feeling for those
East Indian fanatics who hold their
arms In one position until the arms
grow that way. Your friend's frequent
trips to the kitchen gave me welcome
opportunities to empty the candle
grease out of my sleeve where It had
dripped.
"Still, he evidently forgot that I was
there, for be said several things that
you would not like any one but yourself to say In my presence.
"Another thing I didn't like was the
reflection he cast upon uiy sex. He
called the Iron, the solder, the pipe
In fact, everything that made trouble
for him 'Bhe,' which seemed dreadfully unjust when I was faithfully giving my services.
"Finally he gave It up until he could
borrow a soldering pot, he said. Then
he wondered If I had anything sticky
that he could wrap that pipe with in
the meantime. I told him after a lot
of thinking that I had some sticky fly
paper, but I mentally hoped that I
might not be asked to assist In ad- Justing It to the broken water pipe.
I watched with misgiving the la
borious process of cutting that sticky
stuff Into strips, and was not at all
surprised that he was soon hopelessly
stuck on the fly paper, or the fly paper was hopelessly stuck on him r
there were times when I couldn't tell
which. I could do nothing less than
try to relieve him, so In a little while
I had all the fly paper stuck on me!
'We passed it back and forth, some
times one having it all, sometimes dividing It equally, and then again own
ing it Jointly he being attached to
one end of a strip and I to the other.
"That game went one for some time,
when by sheer luck one strip stuck
to the pipe and we lost no time In
winding It around and closing the
hole. But we forgot that It waa the
r
pipe, and when the water
flowed the paper loosened and the
leak was worse than It was when he
d

hot-wate-

began.

"I think you will recall," said Mrs.
Tuttle, how we took turns emptying
a tub that night to save the ceiling be
low. And the next day a plumber
charged Just about double the regular
price to fix the thing because we had
had a nonunion man fooling with it
I don't call that economy!
"No, sir, I'm going to have a
bona fide, union-labe- l
carpenter to fix that decrepit back porch,"
finished Mrs. Tuttle with decision.
Tuttle waved his handkerchief frantically and said: "I surrender; please
observe my flag of true and let this
slaughter cea3e. Have your carpenter; and If you think you can get
through bossing him In time to meet
me downtown for dinner I'll take you
to the theater this evening. I've decided that it's economy to buy you
d

off."
On the Shelf.
To the married woman and to the
spinster alike it la always a shock to
find that partle. are being given for
a younger set to which they are not
bidden, for the realization that these
younger member, of society are class1.

not altogether

To the married woman this
experience usually come later than
to the unmarried, for she will be
aked to young gatherings when a
pleasing.

npinstef several years her Junior will
he omitted. Whether thla 1. because
111
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"Really I aura," remarked Greenly
reproachfully aa he attacked the roast
chicken for the fourth time with an
unsuccessful carving knife, "I wish
you wouldn't buy these antediluvian
fowls. I simply can't hack this one
to pieces."
"Mr. Smau. .aid there wasn't a batter or tenderer chicken In hi. market,
Frank," sighed Mr.. Oreenly.
"Well, then, I don't think much of
hi. market. I tell you, I aura, old
fimaiis doesn't give you a fair deal. I
think It would be a good Idea for u. to
Jolt him by transferring our patronage
to another market That old fallow
think, he can put off any kind nt inferior stuff on us, II Impose, on our
good nature."
"It sound, easy, Crank, when yoii
say we should tradii elsewhere, but
you know very well that there Isn't
another market In Wayland and I certainly can't go Into the elty every day
and carry out our supplies."
"Well, I can get 'em and bring 'em
"I'll get
out," declared Oreenly.
chicken for our neat Hunday dinner
that won't be made of India rubber."
"I wish you would, dear," said Mrs.
--

lf

a. "old"
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Greenly.

Saturday morning when he was
leaving the house Mrs. Oreenly reminded her husband that he was to
bring home a chicken from town.
"I won't forget It," he promlHed her.
"I've got it In my memorandum hook
and I'll buy one that can be (looked In
half hii hour."
In tin afternoon when lie telephoned
t tint he would nut lie home until late
that evening Mrs. (Irct lily Inquired if
he had bought the chicken fur their

1

I

Biiinltty

dinner.

"Of course
have, l,anm," lie answered. "You eein to think I am an
heedless an a Hclioolhoy," lie added.
"Oh, no, Frank, only I know you
have ho tun ii y ImihIihihh matters on
.
your mind," huU Mrs, Oreenly
1

Booth-Iniily-

Oreenly thereupon anHtired her in a
nmllllted voire that he waH never too
busy to remember to do ttiliigb for her.

"Where's the chicken?"

Bhe awkeil

when he appeared at 10:30 o'clock thai
night.
"The chicken? Hy George, Laura, I
well, you Bee, I had to go to that extra meeting of the directors tonight
an.l I never thought of tho chicken. I
left It on the top of my desk hi the
I had so much on
office.
my mind today. You can understand, can't you?"
"Yes, I can quite understand," answered Mrs. Greenly, almost too
"Of course, though, we

i

can't get anything out here at this
hour for our Sunday dinner. But I can
make some codfish balls, and they will

do very well."
"Codflsh balls!" Greenly's look of depression deepened. "Oh, you won't
have to do anything so desperate as
that. I'll run into town the first thing
in the morning and get the chicken. I
can return with it in plenty of time
for you to have it cboked for dinner."
"You're sure you won't mind, Frank?
For you kuow it won't be any trouble
to make the codfish balls."
"No, I'd really like to go. I can read
the newspapers going and coming on
the train and of course it would be
foolish to let that chicken lie there
and spoil In my office."
that's so," agreed Mrs.
"Yes,
Greenly.
The next morning she awakened
r
her huBband a
earlier than
his customary time to rise on Sunday.
He bore the curtailing of his nap with
as good a grace as he could muster
and after breakfast he left home for
the city with a semblance of cheerful
ness.
Two hours later Mrs. Greenly opened
the door for him with a welcoming
smile, saying: "Well, did you get it?'
"Get it? The chicken? Why, yes, I
got it but I well, the fact Is, Laura,
I left it on the train!"
"Fortunately," said Mrs. Greenly in
a restrained, even voice, "Smaus sell.
very good salted codfish and we hap
pen to have some in the house."
half-hou-

Murder of Joan of Arc.
The controversy as to which of the
two nationalities has to bear the responsibility for the foul murder of
Joan is futile. Irrelevant, and even
childish. It is true, on the one side,

that the English rulers desired her
death, and were delighted when she
was executed. It is even probable that
if she had escaped the torch, she
would have been put to death by the
English In the river, or by the dagger, or by the rope; but it is also
true that It was Frenchmen who Issued against her the indictment, who
pushed her prosecution, who pronounced her sentence, who carried It
Into execution. But again I fall back
on the point that neither the one nor
the other of these protagonists In the
tragedy of Joan of Arc can be held to
stand for their respective nations or
The French who did Joan
peoples.
of Arc to death were not Frenchmen
in our modern sense. They were simply Burgundians, tied to the faction
of the Duke of Burgundy, tied also to
the Plantagenet faction, half English,
half French, who then were fighting
with another faction for the soil of
France. Turn the question how you
will, no sane historian who tries to
study history with an impartial eye
can. make the story of Joan of Arc
into an Indictment against a nation.
T. P. O'Connor, in London T. P.'
Weekly.

THE GREATEST DRAMA OF

A DECADE

giate wrestling matches at PhiladelEXTENSIVE GARDEN
phia.
Opening of first International boxing congress in Paris, France.
AT REFORM SCHOOL
Pal Moore vs. Young Sammy Smith,
10 rounds, at New York,
Tony Ross vs. Norris Harris, 10 YOUTHS SERVING TERMS THERE
rounds, at Rochester, N. Y.
TO BE GIVEN SOMETHING
University of Michigan-Syracus- e
INTERESTING TO DO
University dual track meet at Ann
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NEXTATTRACTION
WEDNESDAY NIGHT'S SHOW WILL
BE ONE OF SEASON'S DRA-

AT THE DUNCAN WEDNESDAY NIGHT

OF SPORTS
FOR THE WEEK

Monday.

Women's ' national indoor tennis
MATIC TREATS
championships begirt in New York.
Jack (Twin) Sullivan vs. Johnny Arbor, Mich.
The engagement of "The Squaw
10 rounds, at Denver.
Saturday.
O'Keefe,
Man" at the Duncan on Wednesday
10
vs.
Forbes
A.
Dixon,
U. Indoor championA.
Central
Tommy
Harry
night, March 8, with John C. LivingKansas City, Mo.
at
at
rounds,
Chicago.
ships
proptitle
the
in
ston
role, may very
of
University of
"Porky" Flynn vs. Jim Johnson, 20
erly be regarded as one of the dramaat
meet
dual
Illinois
Chicagoat
Hull,
rounds,
Eng.
tic events of the season.
UnNorthwestern University-Purdu- e
Tuesday-Openin"The Squaw Man" la a novel play,
meet at Chicago.
dual
iversity
interesting, humorous and thrilling. It
of International
Trap
Texas A. A. U. annual championdeals with the adventures of an En- Shooting Tournament and
Sportsmeet at Fort Worth.
ship
glishman on the western plains and men's show in New York.
Annual indoor athletic meet of the
introduces a large number of characOpening of annual tournament of Mohawk A. C. at New York.
ters. The play ia lavishly mounted, Western Bowiing congress In Spokintercollegiate wrestand the scenic investure is absolute- ane, Wash.
N. J.
matches
at
Princeton,
ling
ly correct, thus giving the play the
Columbia-Navintercollegiate wrestPool championship match between
required atmosphere. In the first act, Alfred De Oro and Thomas Hueston ling matches at Annapolis, Md.
which shows the English country
begins in New York.
home, one almost scents the heather,
Opening of annual bench show of
Pineapple Cream.
treads the close cropped lawns, and
Buffalo Kennel club, Buffalo, N.
the
Beat the yolks of three eggs slightrevels in the snug healthiness of the
Y.
ly, add the Juice and grated rind of
place. In strong contrast are the
one lemon, a pinch of salt and half a
of
show
bench
annual
of
Opening
scenes shown in the second where the
cupful of sugar. Let simmer on the
transfer Is made to the western plains the Kodak City Kennel club, Roches- fire slowly, stirring all the time until
to the water tank, cattle shipping sta- ter, N. Y.
It thickens. Then remove and stir in
Opening of annual polo tournament a cupful of canned pineapple grated
tion on the Union Pacific known as
S. C. fine and one and a half tablespoonfnls
Maverick, Wyoming, to which local- of the Aiken Polo club, Aiken,
tour of gelatine which has previously been
of
annual
golf
spring
Opening
ity the hero has drifted in hla efsoaked In half a cupful of cold water.
C.
N.
nament
at
Pinehnrst,
woforts to save the husband of the
the mixture begin, to Jell tlr
When
baseball
National
Boston
League
man he loves from the disgrace which
In
a cupful of cream beaten to a
half
at
is his Just due. Thla scene Is a true club starts for training grounds
froth and the whites of the three
Ga.
egg. also beaten stiff. Turn into a
picture of the wild frontier life with Augusta,
intercollegiate wrest mold and chill thoroughly until time
which the author has made himself
at New York.
to .errs.
familiar in his own more youthful ling matches
of annual show of Des
Opening
Interteems
an
with
The
days.
plot
Automobile Dricers' asest that holds one as in a spell; the Moines, la.,
Clam. Dcliclously Deviled.
sociation.
second and third acta particularly pre
a very delicious dish of deviled
For
Jack Dillon vs. Leo. Houck, 12 clams prepare
a cupful of chopped
sent climaxes that are as strong as
rounds, at Boston.
clams and season them with cayenne,
any that have been shown on the
Kelly vs. Jim Smith, 10 rounds salt and Juice of lemon. Mix them to
modern stage.
It is the realistic at Hugo
a soft batter-lik-e
New York.
consistency with
,
characterization which gives to the
the yolks of two eggs and some powWednesday.
play ita chief charm. It Is a simple,
dered crackers. Put the mixture Into
d
shells
beautiful story, graphically told In a
Central A. A. IT. indoor champion- little ramekins,
or Into tiny cups, spread the surface
rational manner. The
supporting ship swimming meet at Chicago.
Mike (Twin) Sullivan vs. Bob Moha, with soft butter and bake until well
company ta made up of actors to the
browned. For a change the mixture
manner born with naturalness
as 10 rounds, at Milwaukee.
may he spread over crisp crackers and
their chief asset.
then browned In the oven.
Thursday.
The supporting company numbers
basCentral States interscholastlc
some twenty well known players and
"Foley's Honey and Tar is the best
begin at
a delightful entertainment Is assured. ketball championships
111
cough remedy I ever used as it quick
a severe cough that had
Central Illinois interchollegiate bas- ly stoped
troubled me," says J. ,W. Knhn,
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
long
at Princeton, Neb. Just as quickly and
ketball
begin
championships
PA70 OINTMENT in euaranteed t.n
Bloomington,
surely It acts in all cases of coughs,
-rife any cnoe of Ttchin?. Blind. Bleed-!colds, la grippe and lunsr trouble. Refi
or Protmdin
In
14
to
Ptt
fuse substitutes. O. G Schaefer and
intercone- - Rej Cross Drug Co.
av or money refunded. 50c.
Chicago-Universit-

n

y

broad-scallope-

n.

n

Columbia-Pennsylvani-

a

V

y

Springer, N-- M., March 6. Extensive garden work is to be done this
year at the New Mexico Reform
school.
The planting season is near
at hand and Superintendent
J. W.
Kirkpatrick has secured 1,000 pacs-age- s
of field and garden seeds from
the government which he will have
placed in the ground by the inmates
of the school.
There was not much raised on the
institution farm last year for the rea.
son that the ground was new and
the inability of the management to
procure a practical farmer who thoroughly undestood irrigation. But thla
year, Mr. Kirkpatrick says these obstacles will be overcome, as the soil
is better adapted to growing and the
farmer and irrigator has been
He expects to raise a bumper
crop at the farm and in the garden,
and with
of the institution,
last
year's obstacles removed and plenty
of labor at his command, he Is almost certain to do so. d.

Architects War on Skyscraper. j
The Pittsburg Architectural club la
In
anxious that Pittsburg's sky-linthe future shall not resemble a comb
which has been In - use for many
years; that is, a comb from which
many teeth have departed, leaving It
very irregular and broken np. The
Architectural club believes that a sky-- j
line can become congested Just the
same as a street Tall buildings cause,
this new kind of congestion and Instead of adding to the city's beauty
have a contrary effect.
The club has declared war on skyscrapers. Resolutions recommending
that a city ordinance be passed regulating the height of all bulldlpga in
proportion to the width and Importance of the streets on which they
face have been adopted. The architects declare that they appreciate the
efforts now being made by the city
officials toward beautifying Pittsburg
and relieving congestion In the city
streets, but in the opinion of the club,
tall office buildings are detrimental to
this project
o

The Optlo leads, others tag.
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LOCAL NEWS.
EXTRA FANCY RURAL POTATOES

i

No long waits
shop.

From CREELY. COLORADO: '

at Nolette'l barber

Old Crow sold over

the bar at Long's

Euffet
Lunch every morning at
at Long's Buffet.

The Kind You Have Been
Asking for; 10 lbs. for 25c
50 lbs. for $1.00, at the

Mrs. W.i

Phone Main

Oats..
AND

FLOUR"

Las Vegas Roller Mills
J 31

1

87

O

The

Pirst National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

The Logical Place to Buy
Onion Sets,
Bulk Sweet' Pea Seed,

.

Kentucky Blue Grass Seed
Package Seeds of All Kinds

SPRING IS HERE

Perry Onion & Son
.

Store Phone Main 462,

se-

V

Ranch Phone 276.

And also the time to
do your gardening. We

a ufd v nnnnc
n
the
for
or
lXtt.llJJl.ll
best

have a large variety
in both
::

go to
THE

Flower and

Graaf & Hayward Co. Store
'

Seeds

Vegetable

BREAD of all kinds

Pan

Cinamon
Crescent
Poppy Seed

.

And will give your

,

or-

der the, most careful
attention r
::

CAKES, Layer

Angel Food

Gold, Loaf

:-

Wine, Raisen

i

I

5

i

J
:

r
it

--

I

j

I.

H.STK
GROCER.

i

I

sive spring purchase
of

fm Ply

merly superintendent of the Kansas
Gas and Electric company, and .before he left the employes of that com
pany presented him with a beautiful
Masonio' ring. Wichita (Kan.) Eagle.

X

Extra
Good

Clothes
for Boys

LFELD

Though not much has been heard
from the Greater Las Vegas band
during the winter months that organization has been practicing faithfully
and is rapidly becoming efficient in
the playing of popular and classical
music. The last rehearsal of the
band displayed the fact it has improved greatly since its organization last
summer. Interest has kept up to ft
high point under the direction of Robert Kasper, the conductor. The band
intends as soon as the weather will
permit to begin giving outdoor

Suits in dark or
light shades with
one or two pairs of
pants.

y

We will be pleas
ed to show you.

RAGOOTJ

Ederheimer, Stein & Co.

makiii
While making surveys along the
route of the new highway to Mont
Saturday Territorial Good Roads Engineer John H. Meriwether became
enow-blinthe glare of the sun on
the coating of snow that covered the
ground having proved too great a
strain on his eyes. Upon coming to
town and receiving treatment Mr.
Meriwether recovered his sight
Today he was able to resume his work.

GREENBERGER
"A Square Deal"

iOOSIER UTCilEII

The regular monthly meeting of the
Ladies' Relief Society will be held
tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
at the Las Vegas hospital. The annual election of officers will be the
most important business to be disposed of. It is expected all members
of the society will be present

of the finest draft, beers served over

any bar in the city.
Try White Kitchen meals. The best
in Las Vegas for 25 cents.

Hoosiers Last

Week to Wise
Wives
IP"
Sri

i

;V'?

--

n

v4

The Hoosicr
Special Saves Miles of JSteps
for Tired Feet.

SCREENED
..

They are laundered perfectly
by our careful, scientific method.

This process makes them as
clean and sweet as when new.
It does not shrink them nor
run the colors in the border.
We dry them in a gem proof
room and finish them so the
nap is made as long and soft
as when new.

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

Will

J. C. Johnsen &
Son.

i

and Retail
Anthracite Coal, all sizes.

They are washed in pure,
soft water and only specially
prepared woolen soap is used
to clean them.

A Dollar a Week

Put One In Your Home

Your
Wool Blankets
Laundered Nicely

GABIlIETSlII

We Sold Three

Tony Faust Budweiser beer is
on tap at the Opera bar and is one

.

LUMP

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

D. W. CONDON
Foot of Main St,

"

,

...

Phono Main 21

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone MeJn

t27l

Phone Main 81.

The Kareftl Klothing Kleaning 'Kb.
i

Goods Called Jor and Delivered

BULK
0

All

Work Guaranteed Satisfactory

.

..

,f-'-

Repair Work a Specialty
Phone Vegas 450

614 Lincoln Avenue

QUEEN
OLIVES
30c Per Pint
AT

gone to

,Las Vegas, New Mexico, where they
will reside. Mr. Southard was for

We Always Have the Best of Everything Eatable at

:

Mr. W. O. Southard and family, of

North' Market street have

Ginger, Cocoanut
f
Cup, Fruit
Macaroons
Kisses, Pies

Graaf & Hayward Co.KStore
'

County Assessor John H. York has
begun making up the tax rolls for
this year. Most of his work has been
confined to Las Vegas owing to the
fact the country roads have been in
such a bad condition that the deputy
assessors were unable to make trips
to the rural districts. As soon as
travel is possible the work will be
pushed to a rapid conclusion.

-:

COOKIES, Sugar

'

Like a Yellowstone Park geyser
was the display of flying water in
the alley between Main and Douglas,
a short distance west of Seventh
street, yesterday morning when a water main broke in an excavation
that had been made ,for sewer work.
Water squirted into the air to a distance of twenty feet The Agua Pura
company sent out a gang and stopped
the leak in a short time.

:- -:

i

Rolls,

LUDWIG Wfl.

fav-lrab- le

Bran, Corn, Corn Chops

ESTABLISHED

a

Tre-menti-

White

Phone Main

Dennis" Is ill with

Price will be advanced to 35c within a
week Buy now Phone Main No. 379

The White Kitchen open, all night.
By hard work, in the midst of snow
Hot chile and short orders.
and biting cold Sheriff Secundino Romero and his employes brought his
Mrs. Davis, ladies' tailored and
herd of sheep on his ranch in the
1017 Tllden- Telephone
gowns.
neighborhood through the reMain 357.
cent blizzards with the loss of only
a few animals. Mr. Romero, who ref
Automobile, carriage and sign turned yesterday from the ranch, says
painting by a practical painter. 429 he worked forty-eighours In the
Grand avenue.
open, feeding and herding the sheep.
Until he secured a large quantity of
Don Margarito Romero says ft heavy alfalfa he. had
difficulty in feeding the
rain fell at El Porvenlr yesterday and animals. The sheep now, however,
another shower 'occurred this morn are in the best of condition and Mr.
ing.
Romero says the sheep and cattlemen
of the county are rejoicing over the
The board of trustees ol the New prospects for a sucessful season. The
Mexico Hospital for the Insane will cold weather made much work on the
hold its regular monthly meeting to storage dam at the Romero ranch immorrow.
possible but he expects, now that
conditions exist, to complete it
A marriage license was issued this in a short time.
'
morning at the court house to Sara
Serna, aged 23, of San Miguel and
Friday work was resumed on the
Geronimo Abeyta, aged 32, of Las Ve construction of the
hlg storage dam
gas.
of the Camfiled irrigation system.
During the recent spell of cold weath
The Fraternal Brotherhood, at its er it was impossible to work because
regular weekly meeting tonight, will of the fact the earth was frozen sevFollowinitiate several candidates.
eral hours each day. Snow and rain
ing the initiation refreshments will be do not delay the work, according to
served.
O. B. Underwood, the contractor
in
charge, but freezing temperature
The Woman's Guild of St. Paul's makes it
impossible to proceed. The
Memorial church will hold Its regular Camfield
company's supervising enmeeting tomorrow at 2:30 o'clock at gineer, Mr. MoAnellyr has arrived
the residence of Mrs. A. H. Whitmore from
Greeley and is representing his
on Seventh street
company's interests. It is expected
work will progress rapidly from now
Tonight's smoker at the Commer until the completion of the dam.
cial club is a public affair and one
which every business man should atGeneral Manager F. H. Pierce of
tend. J. H. McDuffee, of Denver, will the
Agua Pura company, today an
talk on "General Advertising."
nounced that water would be turned
into the immense new reservoir
The High school girls team had its of the
company just completed in
picture taken Saturday in gymnasium Peterson canyon, on
Wednesday aftogs. This 13 likely the team's last ternoon at 3 o'clock. The formal
appearance in such, garb this season
turning in of the water' will be made
as it has completed its schedule.
the occasion of a celebration, many
citizens having expressed a desire to
Roy Laubach, the young eon of Mr. witness the occurence. Mr. Pierce
and Mrs. J. J. Laubach, was ihis will take a
party to the scene in his
morning operated upon for an ailment motor car.
of the ear that has troubled him for
some time. The operation was a suc
Today In Denver occurred the mar
cess.
riage of Sidney U. Rosenwald, a prominent young business man of AlbuA wreck was repoited to have oc
querque and MiS3 Viola Floersheim,
curred a short distance south of las
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. S. FloerVegas this morning end the Santa Fe sheim of Springer. Miss Floersheim
ordereJ cut the wrecker. The re- and her
mother, returning from a
port was iound to be without founda shopping trip to the east, were met
tion, however, and the wrecker waa in Denver by Mr. Rosenwald and
recalled.
members 'of the Floersheim family.
The bride and groom are both well
A eon was born to Mrs. Harris, known here.
They will reside in Al
wife of A. H. Harris, the well known
buquerque.
realty operator, yesterday afternoon
at 2:30 o'clock. The new arrival
Cattlemen assert that while the
tipped the scales at 10 pounds. This snows of the past two weeks have
makes the fourth child in the Harris
caused the animals on the range to
family.
lose some flesh they will soon regain
the loss as spring approaches, as
A real April shower wilted the
were in the best of condition
they
collars and soaked the coats of those
to the storms. The early
previous
'
persons who were on the streets
of fine grass on the range
sprouting
shortly after 11 o'clock this morning. will more than offset
any loss exThe shower only continued a few
the stockmen because of
perienced
by
minutes but it was a soaker while It
deterioration in weight by their cat
lasted. Rain and snow are predicted
tle.
for tonight and tomorrow.

103 or Main 194

PIE

30c a POUND

of our exten-

ment

Seed

o'clock

Try White Kitchen meals. The best
in Las Vegas for 25 cents.

Hay
Timothy
Cleaned

"OUR

Taney
Kentucky Blue Grass

vere attack of bronchitis.

STOOAT'SITO ISK

THE

C

10

We have just received a large ship-

YOU BEG
The buyer to take your article or property when you have but one
bidder, and even then you sell at a lower price than lyou 'had exj& c
i erm
pected to get Bf,: a
Get many bidders who are anxious to buy what you have to sell-- get
bidders into line waiting their turn, and you will get full value
fw the thing you offer to sell and you will get a quick sale as well.
The Optic Want Ad. when properly worded and
put before the subscribers of The Optic daily, will bring customers to your door, Ito
-"
tbuy what you advertise.:
taw., i i

'ta,

BOUCHER'S
(The Coffee Man.)

Advertise all miscellaneous items of every kind in The Optic
and you will be surprised to see how easily you can find
an immediate market and at such little cost Each Want Ad. is
an opportunity look for them in The Optic. Telephone your Want
.
. ;
Ads. to The Optic: PHONES MAIN 2.
,,.

